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NATION'S RURAL ELDERLY

TiCONDAY,. NOVEMBER 7, 1977

U.S; SENATE,,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Tucson, Ariz.
The committee. met, pursuant to call, at 2 p.m., in the Apache

through Cochise Rooms, Tucson Community 'Center, Hon. Dennis
DeConcini presiding.

Present : Senator DeConcini and Congressman Morris K. Udall.
Also present : Lois Pfau, legislative assistant to Senatbr DeConaini; .,6

Deborah K. Kilmer, professional staff member; Tony Arroyg, fni
.nority. professional staff member; and Marjorie J. Finney, assistant

- clerk.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR DENNIS DeCONCINI, PRESIDING ,

Senator DECoNcira.' Good morning.
Today the Sent Committee on Aging continues its hearing on

"The Nation's Thrir 1 Elderly." This committee has' already visited.
Iowa, South Daket Nebraska,- and Colorado to 'hear about the needs
of the rural aged. I m.very glad that the committee has also been able
to come to Tucson and to other communities in Arizona. .

There are approxiMately 338,900 elderly A_rizonianspersons over
60 years of age. About 25 percent of these individuals live in rural
areas. Nationwide, about 27 pticent of the elderly live in rural areas.
You can see that Arizona has reason to fake a special lOok at the
needs of its elderly who live in tile-. nonmetropolitan areas.

Arizona.. hit
problems. :Some

many 'service programs to respond to the elderly's
everyday problems.ome of these probleins are unique, but others are
Very similar to- those experiencd by older Americans throughout our
Natfbn:, . .

-

For example, the committee has heard accounts from every State-
about the transportation difficulties,, especially in.the nonmetropolitan
areas. S counties have only one small bus or van to serve the el-
derly: This ay result in. -only one trip a week for senior citizens in
some commu ies. Many :senior citizens wait for several months to
travel to t P t _ tore, the,,grocery store, and their doctors.

Speakin. tot* the.: ethic- rnittee has found that their numbers
are declining:: marked.ly in 'Ali:W.:rural areas. Older AmeriCans must
travel farther and farther to-,:Obtain medical care, since. about 138
rural counties in America hatr4 no doctors whatsoever._ This repre-
sents about "a,40-percen't increa(e compared with the number of coun7
ties without doctors m the sixties.

(693)
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SHORTAGE OF HEALTH CARE PERSONNEL

I know that this situation is comparable to' the scarcity of health'
care personnel in Greenlee, Cochise, and, Gila counties and even
areas of Pima County. I hope to explore this issue here. today' With
Many of the witnesses. ,Housing is another major problem for the rural aged. They often
find it di tilt to maintain their hordes because of limited income or
failing health. Housing is also very expensiVe to build in rural areas.
Rural areas have the .highest percentage of substandard housing in
America; yet they are usually at or near the bottom of the list of ap-
plicantS for elderly housing funds.

Although_ some services for the elderl ecreasing in some areas,
,there are others which are BI- creasing in *rural communities.

Nutrition programs, for example, are growing throughout every
State. These programs not only provide a nutritious meals, but also
an opportunity to meet and talk with others.. Here in Arizona we have
81 sites spread throughout every county.' I know that many of you here
today participate in 3rout coinmunity'a program. I Zook forward to
hearing about each such prooTam.

I also know that many of you he e today are very active in your
'community's senior ceriter. We at t corns' ittee are well aware that
senioNcitizeri centers can provide a wide ran e of services for older
Americans at convenient locations.,

Senior centers have Wenefited fro State an local furids;title V of
the Older AinericanS Act, and co unity development funds as well.
But some Of the greatest support s come from the senior citizens
themselves, their vylunteer efforts in raising funds through bake sales,
raffles auctions, and. just the time spent in organization is immense. I
know that many of you here are becoming experts at raising funds for
yotir centers. I want to hear about these successful ventures.

I Want tolimit_rny remarks because haveLeeme here to listen to you -
in southern Arizona and find out about your programs. -

I want to thank the chairman of our committee, Senator Church of
Idaho, for instituting, these hearings, and Senator Domenici, the:
ranking Reptublican on the committee, for his dedication and time.

I want to fake a moment to introduce Tony Arroyos, to my left, w* ho
is with the committee and a representative of Senator Domenici ;
Debby Kilmer, from the staff also ; and Lois Pfau, on my left, from`
my staff.

viitness js an ol,d. friend of mine and very dear person.
who is:deeply .involved. We are very glad to have Catherine Stein-
hauser Knowles, president of the, Arizona Council of Senior Citizens.

Catherine, you may give your statethent at this time.

STATEMENT OF CATHERINE STEINHAUSER 10410ViTLES, TUCSON,
ARIZ., PRESIDENT, ARIZONA COUNCIL OF SENIOR CITIZENS
Mrs. STErmaA-crsEn KNOWLES. I am going to have to correct the

Senator. I', am not here .as a witness. I am here to welcome the
committee.

'Good afternoon. I am Catherine Steinhauser Krwles, president of
the Arizona Council for Senior Citizens.
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TOday another giant step is peing taken. For the first time in the
history. eff the State, the Special Committee on Aging of the U.S.

' Senate has come to the older person of Arizona t? hear firsthand of
their needs, especially those in a rural area. .

This year at our senior summit, June 23 and Anne 24, at .Y.avapai
,College in Pretcott4over..500 delegates from alr14 counties and several
Indian tribes met and set their legislative priorities for the coming
year It will go into dolitlin as I have a copy,- of the senior summit pro-
ceedings for the commit*.

Now, to my peers in ale audience., you started to design your' future
at the senior summit.: Today, .before this committee,' you/ have an
opportunity to strengthen and implement your 4.esign.for the future.

On several occasions I have had the pleasure orilitrodusing Senator
DeConcini, but today is a unique occasion as he is not here as a Senator
from Arizona, but he is here to chair the meet the U.S. Senate
Special Committee on Aging, our own Senates

Senator DECoNcrxx. Thank you, Catherine. If at 'was not good
testimony; I don't know what is. I appreciate it.

com-
munity for a long time, Maria Lup

Our next witness is someot who s bee in this com-
ctor of ma/ County Coun-_

cil on Aging.
, Marian, we are very pleased to have you.

STATEMENT OF MARIAN LUPIT, DIELECTORkpIXA COUNCIL ON
AGING, TUCSON,

Mrs. Lcr-ci. Thank you very much. AS you know, I am the director
of the Pima County., area agency on aging, which. is known as the 1.0)
Pima Council on Aging, covering both a rural and urban area of ap-'
proximately 9,040 square miles.

I am particularly pleased to be here today at a.hearing of the enate..
Special. Conimittee on Aging to offer testimony related to the n cis of
the rural elderly. It gives us an opportunity to discuss matters of na-
tional importance and in a local setting. I will be keeping in mind
What Catherine said; I hope most of the other speakers today alga will
keep in mind that our need is to discuss our local experience, from a 7

perspective of how it can have national imp.ortance.
.)Toclay_gives .me an additional opportunity to repeat my favorite

. , theme. We alreay know Much about the needs of elderly persons and
have a clear idea of what we ought to be doing for `them, but we can't
find the payor or paying Mechanism. ,

I am gladyou are here, Senator, so we can say that:again.
This does not mean to connote that this hearing is superfluous in

any way, but it does mean that we must not allow Ourselves to be satis-
fied with gathering. data from people. We must be sure that we are
continually taking action on information we have while swe are learn,
ing and trying to put into practice the id.e.ai ansLideas we have been
verbalizing for some time. .

The Older Americans Act of 1965, with its later amendments; gave
us new opportunities to serve elderly people- more effectively, but in
man ways we have not been able to accomplish the-goals of the act as
quickly, or as completely as many had hoped. Its promise is still
realized sine% the resources to make action possible have been'f

-a%
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e*trO:krie l imited,.. although ila the past ife*/iyears they have been-. -

increase . t'h'e,: idea that Older:America:11S 'AO money- woul e used .
as iiicatalySt to ericourag communities end a'gencies 'to ve ture into
Boreimaginatrve respons to serve the .needs "1St the icl-E7 Y has re;-.. ..., . ,

sulted ins a concentration . o activity in those ilireas where t1,4d potential:
for, demonstration programs .alld' inat,cliin$4 money vas increased.
PhrtiCUlarly when these .program have Ji. 3-year- life ;ad are to be, I,
maintained or, contiritied by another:fur:1'db* source, the 'places where
theSe progranis have been establiShed are thOse W' itlithe CorWentrati:Ons
of populations and Social' agencies,ithe cities'. iirt other Word's, theirutai .'
have nOthad, their fair share. ,

, .,4 . ,

COMMENDABLE LEADEnsurp l
0

. i ... .1 , 1 .. . i : . .,.1. . 1 :

locally in Pima Cotity," the /I'itna' Csount,v goverigrientHowever,
itselfthe board of superviSorShas showri commendable leadership.
in the. provision o alt-ernative.mOdcs,-of'.healtli ,care' fleliV'ery ,',P;)! the. ...
aged. The county staff zing the bciard"of supervisor, Ito aire-sitive

l'-to the. iMportanee of helVing, of der citizens trnaintainlheir.'inclepend7..
.,:ence and dignity have , set an eRarnple of* cooperati6h with the:local'

. :area agency on agincr. and. private and public .s.eryiee. rorOers t t,.

:Rs -von know, has gaiZea.nationala.ttention., . 1 i, ;:,,
We haye been one, of the few, commUnities;in the ountry.tO,ck#,.tire

Oven. a nfinimal.Portion7 of the,title :KIN 'money on. behalf of "ServiCe*-
for older 'people. liespite the problems Of the title -.7.5c acts .,

ure you Will, hear alaqut them excessively' here :to $r, ti:151el X.M.his-
brought-usServices. '/:. i - -. ' d

i
-' .. / .:: .:-.., ,-. :,- .;,,

inls,'Corrnty' is also, however, recOgpazecI as the. uoSon....standaid, -;, ... . a , o

In 1,4OP 011t4P1 statistical areaor SqCSA:, By far. th -maaojii.ty:of,, the=
,county's population liveg in Tueson and receives the majority a..,e4yiiri-,

.; ty servides there.-A. 'ik, consequence; certain Ti.U.1) money., r wli.iCh'''was
..clesignated for rural areas has never been available to;thiS .cOrtrity;"be-.,4-.
CaiuseotAlle: SMSA urban desig-nation,'despite.the great laCkj)of -hoUs-,1
inis.r., Icor retired people in Ajo and Marafia. Without Federal 'a&istaiice
and,arecificAlly, housing funds designated for the rural Areas..ilie low

r taX'baged areas cannot meet the need.s of their residents: "....:- : ; .
: A concentration of services where' people are .doncentrated can be

ocla clende _easily. Not only are more individuals, able to be directly
served' by virtue of their living Within a convenient radius, for service
deliVery, but the cost of a Unit of service can be kept at a flower level
by virtue of economies. of sctile. 'This argurnent,, however logical ands' ,
ecorioinically 'sound, fails to take into 'thns,i4"f.,..ithe individual
needs of the county residents whose hC;rue:'a',fia'"Tsit,e-.Ofc:earlier produe- ..
tiVity happens to be located in a rural are'aiii;.ste.li,:..,plitees: as. Sahuari- ..'
ta,,,Ajo, and Marano:'' .

.

\ -L-,
. .

.A., Allt SHARE NOT R.gCEIVF4D

Earliertoday some of ..us visited Morana and saw that the needs
,

.

of older.persons there are no less acute than those of Tucsonans. The
residents of, Marina, Ajo:.-tind Sahuarita have not been ignored in
Pima County's -valiant .ellort to improve services to the agecl. but i

they hav of received their fair share of the various programs being .'.

air



697.
initiated in, a zeonsaientiou s effort to help older :people have" decent .
homes, .a4equate,heaith care, and personal dignity, preferably within
a setting where,a maximum of ind.ependence can be maintained.

We =must recognize that there will he additional costs for "iixtend-
ing services now primarily associated _with urban,areas to those whoge
homes 'are in the widely dispered. rural portions of this county anddit.

. counties all ac s the Nation. You have already said it, transportation
ifauatle vailable, both transportation. of professional and Sup-:
port rvices o the elflerlY and '1%ra,nsporfation' of the rural elderly tb
l9eations Where" certain:types of InStitutional services must necessarily
be concentrated. - ;' .

Sine services must ,be dispersed more widely., addlt day ,dttre.
ters, nutrition ankreereption services, 'health maintenance cliniCSAind
the 'delivery mode of some services must 19a. modified: We recognize
that while rural communities' ra#ely have/die sophistictited network
of .social agencies -welhaye come-,to:viea..a,',the delivery systeinr for the

.-kinds of support we are discusSing, less populated centers often, haVe
well-established informal systerns, of interpersonal re,spqnsibility, per-
haps at best one neighbor caring for another. .

We need to licibk at the partaeular strengths and weaknessed-of-eac
commuhity, to build upon those strengths and to brace

tha `;weaknesses. Where Federal g-nidelines anclAandards:;Stablishe
for ,cities and urban professionals °obviously can of be meth over task
should beAo. discover-. how, .essential .services can realistically- be made
available=guaranteeing an acceptable Wel of care,..f housing, of
mental and physical health, personal dignity, but not--,;insisting on
.adherence to regulations established in and for a totally different
Urban setting. Perhaps this. is the place to ,go with our alternative
health care .protessipnals who are other than the trained M.D. sPeraaps*.
this is where we ought to' have'more geriatric nurse praCtitioners and
other alternative health care professionals.

"AGING, PROCESS . . . AFFECTS- ALL" r

X :

. .

. . .,

We need to look at the Who e person and his inilividlial priorities..
To -'quot4 from a statement b. lipbextBenedict. commissioner, office
for n-the aging; Ven.nsylvania/p partrnent of Public Welfare, at reOar-..
ug ..of the :House /Select,::Con-unittee on Aging.-,"The, :basic 6,g4ng -

,, . roce§:§ishOWS no differe.n667t6itic6; color., creed, sex, or social stab. "'.
-.

.... Although Ea.in quoting.X:Would. add.also _geography, "-Sooner or later,'? .

: resuming: the qtt te agairi;!"it affects.Us all -Within. each'communityyl.e "i'.
must. assure th .t. the services are availableto,..all who need such s'a--V-1... .-.,.7.

.,

.:. ices... . . -, - . /
r,We, need, to stoP-:.magnifying:thei differenCes of -;2,-eography 'ciiitL*) -,':------.-incoMeand-the arbitary barriers iMposed-by artificial.conStramtsWn. i

-'begin to deVelop services: So that everycominunity, .w Cher it berUrbatt.;,:4,-.,,
or :rural, can have-;the 7:flexibilit of locati-ariations.ih. its clelivery...ok: 4:i fq -,,-,
SerViCes to'older ...,kniericanS.Ao harp. of them:. . 7...I.... -7. . '.!;:.,..:'.-- ?.... .-:-. . .... ,

'This task is one-th tl7AmeriCail. knOWho* can -accomplish. When:Jt..; . -..:,.....-.. .

than
done.,acceSs tO.110 cl, services tdneedy aged will be no more remote

than acces..to..gchap. s or any -of .the- -Other necessities of life<we. haVe-=''' --:- . ..-access. .

..

all come to tale fbr 0-rarited as oaf. right.:- '"
. . ,... ..
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We know what is.needede: Please help Us-to g- On with the job .o
priividing it for all of our -communities since many of4he probleilit
so massive they- cannot be addressed locally.

Thai* you for this opportunity.
Senator DECorroncr. Maria4;tbank you. ;-
I have some questions I would address:to,youi,..
Congressman Udall has joined us. He 41w-been extremely ii-40-esSed-

and involved on the House Side-; He has solne-time46:sha-re.and-T listen":
to the. experiences' and testimany-. I WiU turn it,orei to. 3/14.)--il-he sareq,,-
to make a statenient.'

AirATEXENT BY CONGRTISMAN MOBBIS triViL.T4,:-25ECORIE
CONGB.ESSIONAL.. DISTBICT-" A ONA

Congressman UDALL: Thank you; Setiattir DeConcini.-
There is-a feeling a*Ound.the country, I thirik; that..the Government

is remote, the Government doesn't care, the Goveisrlinierit,can't,do much
for people anyviay so why..worry _about if._ I ethiiik it 'is_-a wonderfUl
thing that Senator DeConcini has sought and reeeived--asSigninent to
this really great Siiecial Committee on the .A.gingyikitt.Senator
of Idaho has done( so much to bring to thetfcire in our COU11-41::x:4na'--.-:
just delighted thak a U.S. Senator would ta-kethe time here, in 'southern
.A.rizrina today tO hear .from- all of :You-and to get some real inputeon
this important range of questions.

Will Rogers 'Once said, "EverY4ody is ignorant, just on diffe'rent
subjet0-:. I think that applies to WV! of us. The panel I see here at /

the tabWiqdudes many old friends mho have worked in Pima County, /
Coehige_, _Pinal and given lave and devotiiilh<thid. care' and, concern

, , , ,
to the problems of-the elderly.- All -of them can teach -me, and I am
sup!, Senator DeConcini would agree they could teaehliim lot,;(
things that we who make these laws and appropriate the
Washington oughtlo know about. I have a long and brillxarit five-pa0
statement that my'staff has put together for me, but-T am not going
to read it I am simply:going to ask that this be made a part ofc the,:
record of this hearing so that we can.ha-Ve more time for the peoPliiV:.-
that are gathered here today;

RURAL PROBLEMS COMPOUNDED

I want to say that the rural elderly people or the Senior citizens axkt,
the ones who have the greatest set of problems, the most difficult set
of problems. It is really appropriate that Senatdr DeConcini is focus-
ing on the problems Of the Nation's rural elderly people.'In the cities,
yes, there is the same range of problemshealth, jack of public tr#ns-
portation, inadequate income maintenance programs, inadequate Nous-

A nig -programsbut in the backwaters of America, the rural areas, all ,

of these seem to be compounded somehow. It is good and proper and
very important that we focus in these hearings on that range of
prOblems.

I and delighted to be-with you for the next hour or so. Maybe I will
think of a quetion or two to ask. Mostly I want to listen to the people

--that Senator DeConcini has here today: on the panel.
Thank you very much.
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Sellator -Ditcoricim, Tha ilk . i_yoiii.Congres'sman, very much: ..:kour ,_:
''stateiniiiat' will.be inAhe. 'record.. at -t1-4s time :..in. tot.O. We aprirecillte, :.

.3ipitr staten.kent:aiid. your takii: ig the iiine, from your/buoy,' schedule..
....!.- 1[The:gilatenient 101100.:] . '

.
.

' .- .-.- 8.r.&17slaprx for calii OBES SM.Arr MORRIS K. UDILT...L
. . , -. . . . .

,., .. . _. . . ir".'""/ I wait. pleated t6 be .asked' by Senator ,PeConcini to -Join iiiM Air ,hearings -o _-

-,, isubjeet 'Of, special, coneern'..to Arizona .Representatives. Since I don't 'serve on .a:.
.

coMmittee. with speCial, jnxisdiction-in the, field of.' aging, ,I, am here to listen
. sind.-7earn.how. I might bear-help., ISLy officelhas.been .actiVelY involved withlocal

governments-and organizations in seeking Federal grants for various -prOjeCts
.: ,:dealing-with the elderly. I see some representatives. of these groups with whom

we Work! Hope to doMore in coordinating activities 'to :benefit elderly, 'especially
: thotte in rural areas, in southern- Arizona. ' -, :- ' ... --'. ' -

.
_. . -.

,

...: . -. PROBLEMS S .
.

- ..
. .

In preparing for this hearing, I've learned that the major- problems of senior
citizens are. essentially7 the same all over the country, that, they are somewhat
more acute for the rural elderly who have .special needs Which are. largely 'un-
met, and -that all these problems are multiplied inArizona:. ."' -- _.,,

*. .The.vaste.majo ty of elderly -at s sad elderly poor, live in rural and eon-
urban. areas, viet t: of the ex I ' , - . : e cities over the last 30 years in America..
They' have been' :, - . live with unemployment: anti Underemployment,
Whieh'results in tie or no social security retirement coverage ; inadequatemlocal '
services . in co.. A unities with 'diminishing. tax bases whose officials lack" the .
grantsmansilip.tectiniques of big city mayors, ever more unable to meet the criti- .-

. .. cal needS of low4ncom.e., isolated citizens, yet continually 'overlooked and under- .

financed. by.. ageneles in WashingtOn _who practiced :what can only.. be described
as benign neglect, or wi5±-se. -:- :

.. .

We now see, in an ever-changi' ng society,, a trend .from'-the cities, with,
shifting population patterns to rural and smalltown Ainericat ajiack-to4he-land
mOveinent While this trend has aroused considerable interest, especially by the
Federal Government, in rural America with its unique benefits and drawbacks,
it also has increased the pressures on 'precious and linaited local resources to
meet- the demands of a growing-population.. , ... . . ..

-Hearings such .fts this, complemented. by, othera 'around 'ow country and in
Washington, provide a valuable forum wh e we Who pass laws and work with
Federal agencies in implementi ro rea:uycan see the fruits of our work, .

_

some of it h
ugwad"

and Somegood. Plitere as een'a great finrry-Ost activity in recent
-.............. years, prompted in part. by the population -shifts I've mentioned and by a height-

ened awareness that.we.have"a responsibility as the richest nation in the *arid
to provide more than a subsistenee'.existenceto prOvide. an ,existence with dig-
-pity and meaningfor the ever higher.numbers of elderly citizens:living in out-.
country. The goals to this end have been grand, but the results, as I'm sure
.we'll learn, have been less than sPeetaeniat, _.- -.,. ., .

I'ire been struck by a farafilariltany recited by people in field arid in
Washington of what they-Percelve:. to be the leading .problems of tlie elderly,- -

both urban and rural:, They all have foctised on 'four- speclike areas : ..(l) Lack
-of ''public. -transnortatiori,-"A:'7critiCat. factor in -isolated comAranities;- and fartn
areas; (2) low income and inadequate income maintenance programs ; (3). a de-
plorable unavailability 'of: necessary': health 'cart. with few doctors and medical,
facilities, limited hpme health services and alternative to nursing- home care,

".:460d. inaproPer nutrition ; .and;.' (4) -.Stihktandard and -inadequate housing. We'll he
_,learning, today details of Meese prbblems and others as they. relate to rural
7Santherri.Arizona.'.I hope too that,r7vOe'll bear about .older. women and minorities
.*=.020._:a.re-Oartictilarly vulnerable.ta &privation. . .

-. . Si. A R - I rated -earitpr, I belieVe we will find that the sitnaticin Is exacerbated in
:.ArizOna,by our pfifortunate. Singular status as.tbe qmy ,Statewithont mediCald..

.' 'Which in.' turn places extreme _burdens onralreadmited . funds and resourees.'
.:404. Mu!, bailie national and statewide issbes of -Inflation. energy supplies and

.:454E0,-,-'environMental concerns, and water :alga have` an even greater, impact on ..-
:-. bitia..rteiilor Citizens: .. '. ,.
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As you know, we now have at the F6defal.level a multitude of programS de-
signed to cope with the needs of the elderly. Yet these programs are more often
than not poorly administered, with conflicting regulations andoverlapping juris-.
dictions, severely underfinanced, and ignorant of local needs. But tlie house wad
senate Aging.Contmittees have, I believe, undertaken to make some improveMents -
in-the system and it is a speeial boon to our State to have Sonatcir DeConcini
serving cin the Senate committee. You have a great champion as well ou the
House side in Chairman Claude Pepper who has pushed through many improve-
ments and will continue to do so.

You've heard a great deal in recent weeks about the social security system
and the Congress is in the process of enacting legiAlation which will shore up
the. system and reinvigorate the trust fund fcir the years ahead. While.there
have been a lot or:scare stories published.. the fact is thaA the system will be
restored to a viable and sound basis. Perhaps there has been some confusion
about recent action to rahle the mandatory retirement age and its possible effect
nn social security retirement benefits. The fact is that there is no connection iii
the sense that social security recipients may still retire when they choose with
ho same level or benefits, while those who wish to continue working until age
0 may do so. And you may be assured that the Congress will not increase the
g 'limit, as Some have suggested; for 'social security purposes.
Other actien.taken by Congress this 3ear removed the purchase requirement

or food stamps so that precious dollars 'a .fixed and limited incomes need not
spent for them, and they WM go to those Most in distress.

In the neoxt 'Session of this Congress, we-will he working to amend and ex-
.nd the4Older Americans Act. and expand coverage and benefits for social se-.
urity recipients.' Your input into this, effort will he extremely important. I have
ostxmsoreil with Chairman Pepper and others numerous bills tc-i amend these
cts in order to increase funding and prOgrams for home health services, senior
.enters, community. -care centers. legal assit mace for the elderly, housing aid and
marring home improvement. Vitally impcirtant too are efforts to provide grants .

nd tax credits fors-rtel costs-and borne weatberiatioti. Are need to channel a
rigger portion of the Federal -transportation dollar into systems and .projects

/ that Will :benefit the elderly.
it is alsovital that we begin to !nave on comprelutnsive welfare reform, Which,/ will streamline the systemand relieve some of the finnnclei and administrative

burdens on the Stales. And we must enact national health insurance so that
every American. -regardless of sae or inOome, will receive decent, necessary health
care. Our record In these areas has been abominable and it is our duty to reverse
tin .'neglectful patterns of the pas }.

Again, let me say hoiv pleased. I nth to have this opportunity to hear first
'hand from soramof those who provide services to the elderly and those who re-
ceive them about the problems you face day in and day. out:- We who represent
you in Washington cannot begin to devise solutions without your ideas and your
knowledge of what these solutions should he and ice.v they should work. The
knowledge -we -gain from hearings like this will he very useful in directing our
!4fortsto asgist you both with Fedolstl agencies and In the fegislative process.

Senator TYECONCTNT. Mhrian, let, me address a couple of questions
to von regardintr.the allocation procedure. We have heard a lot of
criticism as to th4:-,Stailfz, allocations of the funds uniler the Older
Americans Act. Ithat'do you think the formula should be -on the
State level ?

Mrs. L-rrerr: I believe the formula at the State level should be the
same ris it. is on the national level with certain additional kinds of
points added There should be n factor, I think, for distance. There
should be an aidditional factor for increased costs. There should be a
factor for minoritiesand elderly aged. When it is so, it ought to he
reimbursed to the, community which it receives. In trying to keep this
into a natiCmal context, let me give you, for example, a- typical prob-
lem of Tllinois Where although 50 percent of the poor minority elderly
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live in 'one of the area agency ax aging, they only receive 20 percent
of the State allocation. I am saying; you figure to the State factor
based on the minorities and poor, but it doesn't always get designated
-dOwn to the community who gets if.' I think unquestionably all of us
in the rural States feel that wq should have something based, on
distance.

Senator DECONCINI.. Certainly that would be different' in States
like Delaware or some of the New England States and their rural
areas based on distance. 14ippieciate that effort.

You mentioned the seed money, the 3-year limitation of title III ..
inoney. That restriction appears in the regulations, as you know, and

ithere is an effort now to have that removed: I hope that that problem
can be solved for the future. _

LOCAL COMMUNITIES NEED To BE ENTICED

Mrs. LITETT. Except that the Older Americans Act concept is really
based on an erroneous concept that local communities, even though
they don't' have an adequate taxing base, need to be enticed into this
program, that somehow some magic formula will keep these massive
problems o+transportation, housing, income; -mainteeznce and needed
home health care and programs operating on that limited taxing
basis. Even though there isn't a 3-year limitation in all communities,
that doeLdepend on the State and a State's interpretation, and it also
does depend on the philosophy of the act itself, which is to have Olde'r
Americans Act money act as a catalyst or a way of bringing additional
moneys together.

Senator DEComciNi. The reference you made to reimbArsem'ent for
services by nurse practitioners, there is a bill, S. 70Rand probably
one in the House, toointroduced by Senator Clark and myself as a
cosponsbr, that 'would amend the medicare regulations. I am optimistic
that next year we might get some action on.that bill.

Congressman, do youliave any questions ?
Congressman UnAr.i.. No. I always learn from Marian. T try not to

take her time :unnecessarily. She is an incredibly valuable person in
this community and I have worked very closely with her over the
years.

Maybe I will ask a question.
A lot of these Federal programs that we have had in different areas

have, been designed to try to utilize the good will and the s irit of
volunteerism that is in Americans traditionally. I think if "there is
one thing that I have thought about in the Older Americans Act, as"
I have watched it in action around the country in senior citizens
centers in the different kinds of progrhms, is That this perhaps more.
than any .other of the programs we have had, with the possible excep-
tion of the Peace Corps, is designed to get more volunteers, more free
help, more involvement of the people concerned than almost any other.
I think if we ever lose that we will have lost something very precious.
In irny judgment, Senator DeConcini, dollar for dollar you get more. -
good for people,. more caring, more help, more assistance digt,of the
Older Americans Act than almost any other program I have' ever
seen. My question is is there anything in the regulations or the law
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now that restricts ot.,discour es volunteerism and participatichr, the;
outpouring of concerns-lo our fellow human beings that has made
this program so successful?

Mrs.' Larru. No. That and the action program tend to augment that.
I wan to challenge your statement, Senator, or Mr. Udall.

Co gressman UDALL All right.
.

OUTPOURING OF VOLUNTEERISM

rs. Lrrytr.dr think' that older Americans who have builLthis coun-
try ought to receive first-class services delivered in a, firSt-class kind of
way. I think that when we deliver services to banks and we offer some
incentives to the banking industry; when we deliver incentives to the
shipbuilding industry, iwe don't 'ask for that same volunteerism to
occur from their neighbors2 from other bankers. I em saying that
I thhik the goodness of this -America and this kind of outpouring
that I address that occurs in rural communities, ,I call 911 of Tucson
a rural community, really. If you really look -at us and .the way -we
deal with each other, we- are a rural community..We know each other,
are close to each other, even though we are spread apart, we are a rural
community in all of our country, other than the kind of impersonaliSm
that occurs in New York and .Wcago and some of. the larger cities.
I think you will have that goodwill, you will have that sharing, you.
have had volunteerism, but we doilit need to develop the Older Ameri-
cans Act on the basis of deliVery of services in that kind of way.-We
can't help the farmers and their poor crops that we saw today 'as we
drove out to Marana by asking other farmers to help-t-ht. oiVt3 are
asking the old and the debilitated and those with vei-y feW- .resources
very often to help each other, I think it is time to look at another
mechanism. I am sorry to answer in such a challenging .way.

Congressman UDALL. No. I came here to .learn and I always learn
from you. Thank you.

Senator DEcoNaNT. Let me just pursue that a little bit, Marian, be-
cause I want to be sure that I understand it. You are not suggesting
that there should not be continued -emphasis on getting the elderly
citizens to involve themselves in these program's by any means, are--
you ?

Mrs. Lurv. No way. I am just saying that the concept that this pro-
gram requires and that We very often look to put a band-aid onto a
very major problem by asking a community to take care of the issue.
I dm saying we don't do that in other national programs and lets not
do that services for the elderly. I think we need to have that kind
of stimulus for .older people to involve themselves in the plan, and
to become a major part. of their community. I think they are ehere
and they are not going to let you wrest it.ftway from them no matter
,how you have tried. I know. I sit on the other end of that telephonly
all day and hear it.

Senator DEQONCINI. It has been my observation that, as the Con-
gressman said, one of the strengths of the program is the fact:that
pany..elkrly Americans are willing- and they have great talents to'
come forward with a great deal of effort and many innovative ap-
proaches to solve somebody's problems.. I don't dispUte with you that.
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. the shi*ing industry and the ;bankers and other special interest groups
are ~not required to have more involYethent. I2'erhaps they should. I
would hate to see .us get -away_ from an encouragement of having the
talents that I think rest with the.senior'citizens of our country.

FEDERAT, SUPPORT NEEDED

Mrs. LUPE% I may be miscommunicating what Tam trying to stress.
I think that we can't solve a major problem, partidularly for the fu-
ture,- particula,rly in something like the deliver3 of home:health serv-
ices, with a band-aid approach of neighborliness, that in no way is my
statement meant to do anything but to continue to encourage older,
people to act as positively as they can. What I am sayinfis that w.e
need to have an increase in 'Federal support for local services for the
aged when local .un?es of, government or when local communities do
not live the base on which to raise their. money.*.

Senator DECoivciNi. To meet those needs.
Mrs. 1.4-uru. That -is'right. Very' often little Communities just can't

get it together. They haven't got the wherewithal. It is not out of
lack of

Senator pEcoNcrlsti. TI1,ank you, Marian, very much.
Arroyos,- do you have any questions.

Mr. Anizovos. You men_ tiQnecl health care. I want to know what .

priorities you see:in-the health care area. Are we talking about in-
stitutionillized cam or hoine health care? What priorities are we talk-,.mg about in health care ?

.11.trs. Lui-cr. You would ask me that. This is a community that be=
lieves in a continuum'of Care; that each person has his own needs for
what is the priority of the moment. The person who needs oxygen. Jill.
order to get his next breath, that is his priority. The person who needs
the immediate heart-saving surgery, that his priority. in terms.of
the vast numbers of older)Ieofile,-however, greater effort does have to
be an attainment mechanism for home delivered services and for home
health care, but there has to be a continuum of support on each side
of that. Without the transportation to.the institutionalized services,
that person very often can't be maintained in his own home. We can
ask. for a single priority. We have to ask for a continuum of care wi
a much greater Federal emphasis on mechanisms for delivering other
than instItntiona-1 services.' -

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Marian. Our next witness is Gloria
Dulgov, t=,director Of the senior now eneration program in Tucson,0-

Ariz.
Welcome.

STMEMENT OF GLORIA DULGOV, DIRECTOR, SENIOR NOW
GENERATION PROGRAM, TUCSON, ARIZ.

Ms. bur.00v. Thank you.
The word rural signifies a lifestyle in the country. This may sound

very glamorous to many people, but as one grows older and reaches
the golden years, it can become unglamorous. One can no longer drive
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due to physical limitation. Health services may not be readily avail-
able. Families? separate and most of all distances become far greater.
These unglam-orous situations also apply to the urblin areas. People}
have the same basic needs whether they reside in an urban or rural
environment.

The mostim ortant basic need is transportation, Transportation is
the lifeline of ur society. Without it we would be isolated. with no
accessibility to utside resources and human contact.

The four des gnated rural areas Of Pima County, Catalina, Marana,
Green Valley, a d Ajo, do: not have any public transipertation systems,'
The lack of an transportation has placed untold hardships on the
older adults. I is not necessary to provide graphic descriptions of
what can occur hen transportation .systermvare not available. We-are
all aware of the negative end results of total isolation and deprivation.

One thing P. a County does have is that we are inundated with
transportation lanning moneys. We have a lot of this from a lot of
Federal sources for a long titne. How long canyou keep on planning?
We don't need t e planning money. We need the direct action and the
-services. What we need in the rural areas are vehicles where we can
begin a systeilAof transportation. We want and need those vehicles,
the money for t4e drivers, the insurance moneys and full-service main-

__tenance moneys of _these vehicles. From physical collection of statisti-
'cal data, we knolw that if we had a total of six vehicles-immediately in
the lour rural a eas, we could provide clailyservices to and from senior
centers, shoppin assistance, medical appointments, escort service and
also develop a t ansportation system to bring people into the metro-
politan area esp cially for medical and health services.,

PREVENTIV Ei HEALTH SERVICES

The second b sic need for the areas is preventive health services.
By preventive, ve specifically-need a health screening unit that can
go out once or ice a .month at this point to the rural areas and doblood pressure, laucoma and other eye tests; diabetes tests, cancer
detection, heari g tests, podiatry care. I can ge) on and on with a, list
of others. -In providing thesp types of preventive medical care on an
ongoing basis, wie lower the ddds that people will be _faced with health
care conditions that require extended and recurrent periods of hos-
pitalization whi h result in the high cost of hospital care.

The third ba is -need is adequate housing for the eldeAy. In the
rural areas,. ve little, if any, subsidized housing under section 8 is
available. Many elderly cannot maintain their own homes any longer
both physically and financially. They need to move into smaller
quarters. The b ilding of units, especially in Ajo and Marana, would.
enable them to live in their own environment as long_ as possible.
with a variety o supportive Community services.

Another form of service for housing would be home repair and
modification of e elderly person-spxisting house. Some elderly may
not .want: the op ortunity or choice to leave their riomes. Currently we
provide a variet of services in our continuum of care in Pima County.
The majority of hese services are` more readily available in the metro-
politan areas. I the rural area, the -focal point for service revolves
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somewhat around a senior multisex-vice center. Senior centers cannot be ci-

all things to all people. We need the basic seOices-=of transportation,
hOnsing, and preventive health sereening.'.; ,.

I , .

In, our marriage between and. amongst the 'conrity, State, Federal
governmental-bodies, and community service ..agencies,: we can begin
to .provide these baSic needs. With the assistance of the Federal Gov-
-ernment, Niq, can receive the necessary. money to offer the transporta-
tion, to have the preventive 'health care, and adequate housing to rural
Titna C

give to them.
Ounty citizens. Our elderly have given so much to Us. Now we

'ask for eirto
, 1Than you. . ' .

. . ._. .

.SenatOr DECONCINI. Thank you, Gloria, very much:
The .committee constantly hears about communities thatare unable

to.reeeive assistance Ander the Older Americans At because of the lack
of local matching share:' Is this true in the area that you are speaking
abOut "mewl

TrzLE VII FUNDING
. ,

.' Ms. Duuiov. Not With title VII.. We have been able to get the share.
The 'reason'. for .that is it is based on a donation basis because there is
that money coming' in plus:the community, the city, the county, is
being.very suppottiye and in kind.

-" -,-,Senator DECoiccnci. Thank you,
'CongreStinan, do you haVe_any questions ?
.Congressman'T_TbALL. I Wirnt to .first commend Ms. Dulgov for the

program that she .haS been irrvolved in here. I think. it is among the
.,very best, and has been a source of pride to me that I could help with
, some- of the Clearances of.'paperwork and funding over the years.

Let me ask you one question about title VII, the nutrition title, and
your outreach program.. I know the program has been criticized in-
many areas because it doesn't reach into the fund areas, the meals for

senior citizens program. Jsfthis a problem here? What do you do?:
COuld you comment on this? .

Ms. Dt-Loor.' In some instances I Will have t;i- say that it is true. ,.It. is
lack of staff and. there is another thing that I have noticed and it Is a

lack of entity on the part of the people themselves for each other in. a.
;lot .oft.hese areas:They have been isolated for a long time and it is
-hard la get them in and get their' involved.-We do see this as a serious
probleni.-

1

-.:-CongreSsman UDALI,./Thank you i
.

,.

Senator I3oCoircrwr. Thank you,, Gloria: It is very helPful. I applaud
you; for your continued work in this area. E. .

.-.Our next witness is Stewart 0-rabel.,- the director of the Cochise
senior nutrition project in Dought , Ariz.. t .;. - ..

, .

,.. Mr. Gimbel, thank you for tra cling the distance,yOujAve in -join-
ing us today. !

,

c
I\

STATEMENT ,OF STEWART GRABEL, 4)IRECTORI COGNISE SENIOR
NUTRITION TROJEG`T, 'DOliGLASI, ARIZ.- '

Mr. GRAIWII. I had to come through snow in Bisbee.
Senator DkCowcirrE Is that right V
Mr. GRABEL. I .would like to thankyou.for having Me here. .

23-716--781-3



I would like to pick up on something that Gloria. :Was brincrino, out
Our program serves six communities in Cochise, County4--Bisbee,
Douglas, Sierra Vista, Tombstone, Willcox, and Benson:, The largest
community-is 20,000 and the smallest is 1,200. They are SeparkW by
a minimum .bf 25 miles of desert. In addition to thpse communities,
Wc3- deliver some home delivered meals to two othtrs, the community
of Huachuca City, and we drop off some to th ccnninunity of St.
David, which is not even incorporated. We have_ti able with our title
.VII project. being called a Federal project. Wc, lave evaluated our
expenses and on,clonations and we find tjiatt-88 ce out of approxi-
mately $2 that we spend comes from local pioney. e have been suc-
cessful:in getting contributions from our participants. We have been
successful in getting contributions from411 the communities which we
serve. We have gotten contributions from, service organizations in our
communities. .

The problem is that there are still many more people out who want
the meals. The title VII progimm'is perhaps the most 5uccesM'ul social
service program of its kind. It is a program that puts the money *here
it is needed. It puts the money into services for senior citizens. It puts
emphasis on volunteers. I would say that it would probably double
our budget if we.had to pay all of our volunteers.

The problems are that in rural communities you need still .sortie
expertise to pull this together. I don't think that any single -com-
munity in Cochise County could alone meet the criteria and. provide
the services needed in order .to apply for and receive the grants that
we have been able to get-by having the central office and providing the
grant writing and the expertise necessary for the various communities;

.1;:None of the communities,by themselves could dO' it.

SERVICE PROVIDERS HARD To FIND

We also have, A, baSie problem in rural -areas with the lack of service
providers. We find that we have local governments and we have coun-
cils on aging, which are supposed to be primarily advocacy -groups to
represent the aging points of view,independently, we have area agen-
cies on aging which are designed to plan and distribute funds. Yet my
project which -has been tremendously successful had to look for 2
months; prior to my being hired 3 years ago to find a sponsor. The
sponsor that was found is the St. Vincent- DePaul Society of a small
church in Douglas. They are made up of about five or six blue-collar
working type gentlemen; Atexiean-Americans, who lent their name to
this project.. Otherwise we wouldn't Shave a program in Cochise
County It took 2 months to find anyone. The question is now that the
project' is countywide, why is the only agency .that is sponsoring it.
made up of one small community.? Well, there are no region or county -
wide service providers who are eligible for the projects.

I wat'ild suggeSt, if one of the purposes of this hearing is to suggest
possibilities, I would suggest, especially in rural areas that don't have
a centrtil municipality such as Pima Bounty in Tucson, that the area
agencie either be allowed to provide the services directly, and that
would be an organization that would have the authority and the ex -.
pertise necessary to go for funding, or that the money that goes to the
area agencies be used to provide a direct funded organization.
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I IVkn ow that the next speaker is going to speak about that because
she has already done that. Tam going to leave that there for a moment.

The next thing. is -ant I would like to offer a possible solution for
rural transpOrtation that we had that worked for a time and was then
not funded because it didn't meet Federal. guidelines. We had a re-
tired senior volunteer program under which the -volunteers would be
reimbursed mileage to transport other seniors to and from necessary
programs, medical care all the .way up to Tucson because that is the
nearest complete. me cal service available in .our region. It worked
splendidly. The people who were -Volun ering enjoyed it as long as
they_gottheir coverage?; but there were t basic problins. One, the
RSVP program guidelines do 'hot include ds for that There are
only funds for the volunteer from his house to the point, the volunteer
station. The second pioblem is with insurance. The serii:or.cititenss who
got the 10 or 15 cents A mile, depending on what pointave did it, could
not afford the extra insurance that it would take and the 15 cents per
Haile would not cover -the increase if yo.ii are: going.totransport people

"regularly. So insurance is &le of the prOblems that. we have had.
I have got.to .agree with the previous speakers on alniost everything°

that they have said.. The problem. with .match is not at great;' once
you can show the comm_ what41;iii:.are doing, bu the question is

do you. want ,this:mtdcli to substittiteT0f: the Federal m ney, and when
we lose the money-, have to diminish oii14iservices or do -e want-to-use
the math to be able to increase and eXpand our services. f at the end
of 3 years you remove the Federal money- even if we do have he match'
we are going to be right back Where Ave started with inflation. If you
allow-* to use that added match for extra services, for additiOnal
services; then we have got something that is workable and something
that the community will readily see.

EXPANDING EXISTING PROGRAMS
va -..

There are two things that a community asks when I go before them,
and ask for-funding for a program for senior citizens. The first is will
any of. this nipney he used i.'outs' e the jurisdiction of this community?

try and assure .them that' t e achninistiratiN costs will, be funded
d erthrough the Federal moneys an .that the loc rant's will be used

locally. The second question that I am always a. kecl is Will we have to
pick this up at the end of 2 years and will we e the bad guys if we
don't? If they are going to be the bad guys at th end, they won't do it.
They won't contribute

going
money if it will mea that at the end of 3

years there are going to be less service. They will contribute if they can
understand that. they are augmenting another_ program. If they are
expanding an existing program,..they are more than willing.

Our local county has given us all the money that we need 'for our
title X.X grant.' We in the last 3 years, we have gone from serving_ an
average of 110 meals to serving 381 meals a day, 387, excuse me. We
did that for them by looking for grants, -by getting money. from every
municipality we go into and from the county. TheSe things could not
be done if each community were isolated and each community were
left to fend for itself.- -1-.-- . .

The last thing that I would like to address is home delivered meals.
Well, next- to the last thing. In rurtfl communities where we work, we
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find that there are many in re homebound elderly than statistics
would have us to believe. We And that in an area where one neighbor
cares for another, as Marian said`previously, we can find the isolated
elderly much more easily. We constantly have neighbors calling in. We
constantly. have people calling in. As of right now, we have picked up
most of these. home delivery people under our title XX grant, leaving
our title VII grant free to specialiZe in congregate mealS. _However,
we'are 'running-out of m ney in. this. We just keep.. finding more and
more people and .each e is homebound. I don't knoW whether it is
becai.ise well, there are some communities that don't 'even' have con-
crren-tiate 'meals programs nd they couldn't support one because of the
t-,. .size of. their_ population, 3 t two or three. or four people heed a lipme
delivered meal. Wefhave tr d to do this, but we don't have funding to
do-all that we would like. .

'We have -three".conuminitie, who are asking us right now for the
meals' program that we can't .provide Service to. We can't pPovide
service to StinizOna or Sunsities, the Elfrida and McNeal areas have
asked. for-- a program)! Huachuca City, where we deliver 'some home
meals, -wants . a congregate program and- -we don't have4he funding
to do this.

.

PhoirEc-r COSTS Goi-No UP117he final point I would like to make, concerns the increase in the
Federal -minimum -wage, which. I consider a great idea. I have been
a union person all my life: so favor it. On the other hand, it is croing
to cost my project in,this combip,ryear extra_ $5,000. Whorl the total
increase goes in,- it will be an increase of $24,000... Our total title VII
0-rant so far is $65,000. It is going-Jo be a huge increase, especially
in border rural areas where the minimum wage has always been the .
working Thige. Our salaries. are not much lower than people can get -1
in private industry in our community. With the -increase in the mini-
mum wage; I want you to be aware that the project cost is going to be
going up.

Senator DECoNcixi. Thank you very much, Mr. Gimbel. I 'appreciate
that concern about the minimum wage. It is the law but it will be going
up. I think the funding has to be adjusted in accordance with that.

You talked about the title III coordina ing problem..If I under-
stand that correctly, your objection is that u should' not be required
to have to coordinate some programs:you do t have. Is that what you
are sayinp,- to uS?

figures. In our region, the title grant. that is a four-
' Mr. GRABEL. No. What I am'sa,yin.g is that if we havelet me give

you- some fig
cothity region, not only Coehise County, the grant is something- like
$87,000 under title III. That is for all -the programs, all these seed
moneys for everything except title VIT. In _order to staff an area agency.
who, by law, cannot provide direct service; you need a director, secre-
tarial help, mileage-, telephone, copying machines, it comes to approxi-
mately V10,000 in our region. So something like, one-third of our title
III money is going into essentially an administrative program. Now, if

_ these administrative. moneys could be used to augment, all the title VII
nutritiOn projects; for example, which also require that you have a
bookkeeper and a director, if the funding could either go -.directly
and the duties involvedgo directly to the service provider, or the

2
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area agency be sUfficiently funded and permitted t.o.'be the. service pro-.

vided, then, I-think, that you have a'savings in money, you have more
money. going- directly into services to the people who need the services,
-and. I think it would be-..a better -Working arrangement than having_
the animosity that exists throughout the country, except in Meson,
between the area agencies and the .title VII nutrition project direc-
tor. They both have national. agencies now and they seem to be hassling
Over who is going to do what. In some areas YOU start with a nutrition
project, then put an area agency on tops of that. In other areas you
start with .tho 'area agency- and . put -the nutrition project under it, then
shift the project'of the nutrition project to the State. We have, as a
nutrition project, we have about eight or nine grants for Which we are
responsible to all of -our communities, the' county and the.State 'for
some tyrants, the Federal Government for others, the area 'agency for
title Melt becomes silly. It takesrabout a.. week and a_.half each inonth
for my staff to fill out the forms that wo-are.rc..quirecl to fill Ont..IfWe'
could unite that somehow, think -it woulii save irs time and moneY:-'--

Senator DECoNcti4t. Thank you very in-Ach.''. .

Congressman UPAT.L. Mr. Crrah0, I want to congratulate you on
what, you are doing down in Cochise County and on a. very excellent
st ement..

PROD AM A SOLID sITCCESS
, tt

I tiink. I will take Ifist a ininutei, if 'the Senator _will forgive 'me,. to
go ba6k to some basics about, this program. It is kind of commonplace
to say that all of these Federal programs in the 1960's, which, I guess,
would 'include the Older Americans Act, will fail. Some of them have
failed and some of them haVe partly failed, but this one, in my ji.idg-
rnent,has been a -pretty, solid success. I know everyone in this room,
thle-,people that have been gathered here by Senator DeConcini, under-
stand this progrram, but there are a lot of taxpayers-.out there listening

goodon ood ol .channel 6---find I am. a strong supporter of public tele-
vision, another program that hasn't failed, but has been .a great sue-
cessbut the taxpayers have to pay for these programs. I want to" take
just, a.tniniite-to go back to seine basics. -5Z:iurprOgram has $65,000. in Federal money, did you say?

. Mr. ,GRABEL. $65,000 in Feclefill money: from title VIT. It has 'got
...:$,-t5,000. Federal dollars froM Title XX. .

. . .
Congressman UDALL. So $110,000 Federal money is involved?

12ABEri. Right.
N

.

Congressman UPN.r.. How much of this money do you get drom local
cyovernments and loCal communities in COchise County ?

.

Mr. GRABEL. The county gives us .$15,800-and-some-ocld dollars
Each community that we service gives- us approximately- $3,000 -to
$4.000. That. is six communities.

Congressman' UDALL. So you get something like $150,000 a year to
run this program ? .

Mr. Ciri?ABET It comes closer to $200,000.. You are. leaving out the
donationg .of the participants. We net close .to $30,000 a year in dimes,
56 centR, 75 Lents for donatiOns from participants.

'Congressiffan UDALL. Well,. I am trying to show the taxpayers out
therelhe kind of bargain that you are providing forpeople who really
need. help.

It,

a.
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..Nowz in a iddition, ou say the sponsor of this pogram is a church
group Douglas who give their facilities and their time- and- their
people to help make this program a success g_

.

GRABEL. That is right.
Congressman UDALL. With this very limited kind o1 Federal

expenditure, you serve meals to how many people in Cochise:County
dtiring the course of the year ?

Mr. That is a hard figure..It would.come out, we reed close
to 400 a day and we would say that we reach abouit thre,e or four times
that many over the period of a year because we have a lot of repeats,
regulars. At least between 1,000 and 2,000 people.

Congressman UDALL. For this kind of money, which wouldn't make
a downpayment on a missile, you can bring some help, somelTirerition,
to literally hundreds of poor people, deserving people, in Cochise

. -County.
Mr. GitAir.J. I agree: I think it is the easiest program in the world

to run. Some of the tit& just have to stay out of the way..
Voi;tricTEERS' DELIVER MEALS

Congressman UDALL.- Let' me n-et back to one more thing that some
of. the taxpayers who are asked to pay for this don't understand. Some

--of t - ,i_ rly people who ,
can't-:get out and who caii't come to the center, yCiu have a system of
getting the meals into their homes?

Mr. GRABEL. Yes. Mostly volunteers. .1
..

..

-other kind's of groups that do the Voltinte kl'ig-?._...
.

CongrcSSIllan UDALL: Some, of theslie chili-0i groups and some
".a4,,.

. ,
ire

Mi. GRABEL. Yes. 'During the sumin4';'we Jiave Girt Scouts when
they are .off from school. We have Wor4ti's 'clubs, 'wo have-Fort
Hilachuca. is 'near us and we Have the .-X-C-01 wives who volUnteer. to
help _out.- ..

COngressman UDALL. You are tapping again the good *.ill and liti- --

mane concern that I talked to Mrs: Lupu abtOtit earlier..
Mr. GRABEL. Yes.. .

. . , .

. . . .

.
.

Congressinani7DAm.--Saiiie of these: rrieaJs are what you call cOligi-e.,-.
..

.,gate meals 'which is a big.;7fancy word for saying you bring ,people
together iiiik church basem4it or soiree place and serve the mealAhere.?-.

.

. Mr. GRABEL. Yes: .

Congressman .UDALL. What percentage of your- meals are. home de--
livered and:what percentacre are congregate iialeals?

, Mr. GRABEL. Our percentage is extremely high. About 40 percentof
Onr.meals are home delivered. . .

.

CongreSSITIRn UDALL. When the People come to the centers& you gen-
erally try to have a, place where they can visit with friends and p1

. cardS, make.a, phond. call, do something that'may bring a little m n-
irig tO.the. lives of older people who don't, get out all that often?"

Mr.' GRABEL. Right. We have bingo.' We have films from the local
library. We have exercise classes. I am looking at Mrs. Laudeman. she
is going to testify, 'she runs an exercise class for us at one of our sites..._...
There is a two-fold idea, bringing people food is fine, but our goal is
to reinvolVe senior citizens in society and--to get them Back to be con- ,I,
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tributing peoPle KiCiety. Too often our' television an our media
tells us that once We peach a certain age we can no longer ction, that
you are supposed to be like Aunt l3lowdy on Johnny Carsoi You are
supposed to hava lot of infirmities. .You are supposed to stay'at home.
Even sonic of our physic-cans tell some of ctur participants that they
tire supposed to- at home. What I have.. found from tWo of the
people who workiil- office-3k ho re over 71. The secret, the difference
between people who are' th late seventies and eighties and
those who- are not is that those -s ty activ.e,- those who stay in=
volved, are much healthier and m eh i -tore able to get around..

, .

Cono-reSsinan 13 DA I,I, X' dialf t W Wilt to take this much time, but I- do
think it is iiri Ortant, sinceiv'e luiV6television covering this and people

. -. out there- following it and listening -.to- 4, that- N!e'. get the message
across that ttiiS -isAa. ..-goOd..-program, that ytii do ft spend taxpayers .
dollars- with .much better:effect than you find in t is prograin; There
may be'SOnie gaps in it itnd -ve may have to fine tiiiie it a little bit. It
is up. td Senator .DeConcini. here to find out how the .programs fire'

seworking.. I -mai to ,say :publicly cloneis one program that has ohe a
.lot of good _m is county. i, hope iv.e can keep it opera-Kz' ig.,

Alr.GrOiEr,.. Thank...volt. '-:- -r .---. ... .
.

DECoti Stu. let. me ask:yOu, yon obviously have a b-
Ion with delivering_ as many -meals as ),- 'on 4o, in gettting- volunteers

, to Arti-e-. their own vehieleS; iS MA, correct ?
Arr. GRA irEL. Yes. ..- - ..

.._ ..
. : C"-t,

Senator DECON6Nr; And,-of cotirs-e-,.they -receive. nOreinibursement
for mileage or anything now.. - -.. -. ;,

'-' Arr..: GRABEL. That is correct;
Senator. DECoiTc-txr. There is legislation than 1 1 ntroduc ea in the

Senate, and, I hOpe, the House will address it, to allow at least mileage.
1fOr those many. many st-inior citizens_ who take the time and the use:

.:,O...their resources. I hope- we can get support for that kind of a pro-,
...:-:grani. and eficirt:: I think it isltriportaiit for those. who in the au-
....- dienceto take:0Mo to contact-Midrid 'support some of their leaders and

some Of. their...people in the community as to the need to move in the
-: direction of, as the Congressman said, tuning this program So-it- will

. be more just and continue the ekpansion and delivery of many of ilieSci,
SCI'Vice.

Mr. Arroyos, do you have-any questions?
Mr. Aiiii0YOS..- No.- .

Senator_.-DECoNct'Sri; Thank you, Mr. --Gmbel.
Our next witness is Jeanne Mahoney. She is tin director. of Pinal-

Gila- Council on Aging in Florence, Ariz. .

Thankyou tot coining this long distance and you 1 y proceed.'
..,

STATEMENT OF JEANNE .MAHONEY, PROTECT DIRECT u a EGION.5
SENIOR SERVICES, FINAL -GALA COUNCIL FOR SENIOR CITIZENS

Mrs. AlmioNy.Y. Senator DeConcini, Congressman Udall, and your
staff, thank you very much for inviting me.'



t r .1k..{y;riarne is Jeanne Mahoney:,T ani the project director of-a ntitiii
Orp0-,rii4ii in the -Pitial-Gila ,coiinties. I want to tell von a little.bitabout these two.wo counties.. We are.reArion 5 in the State of Arizona-. We

'...-116,1,:e'abasis of 60-plus populatiOm.a 15.026. Of that 15 026 we have.;13'.peicerit nati 3A'?P§;icent Alex(enn-Ameriean, 7 peiTent.bla.Oz and percenflpher, 41 -iierent_lieing Anglo. Our region is rural ';' in character,' containing only 11 .:PopulatiOn centers, the largest-being,Ctit:sa"Orgocl.p, 11; total population (414;900, and the smallestlio-ing
S4c1q4:W.itli 1)3e*. .Agripialture and MirtinWare the chief industries. '

rinit -On-aging established a planning and service'41*-a; inAe State, and we .er5i identified as region 5. From the date of
-the .:Oiiginal. funding 7ipitil;:lylarel-e- 4.1, 1977, region 5 was undef thearea -agency on aging ocin.cept;;During February and Marchi tl)e innl-'Gila Council. did. a. COst5effOttivenesS study under' a projected direct;,
serVice'Mode!-versiis:,the;.area. agency mode. The studies Were madeavailable to. the.,bureaii.and- largely on asis it was mutuallylagreed that,..we woiad'stispeniUthe, area - and .fund into a direct'Syrvice Mode.

1

;

The transition,-;Period, has been diMen ve'rfoUnd u to'10-W4S that miaer. the area agency .nth an aVeracre of-t its per,m-onth as` opposed to an average-number o units l @r a d17- -
. . *get. service .rnocle;:::I. have listed5. and you the testimony there,I won't go' through it, .r:cv.in just give you an example, we have five.'sites under the AAA. mode: We were serk-ing 4;950 _meals,: Ppl*

,COSt of the meal being $2.53.,Under_theslirect Sekvite;mode-,'"Whieh will.4 §er:ke; - we are ;serving now, eight ,c.ente,:rs and will have; an overage of
. I 7000'.:.0 itS 'Wril dr/ th and -the-aSerai_,)'e cost will be $1.20. Social serviceand on down the line, it is a very distinct change in a ,serv-ice that we
.. :are delivering under the airect service:I-node as opposed', to an afett.agency.

SETWICE . "UPPED" 200 PERCENT

6 i

Nov, this is what Stewart was talking about. Under the area agencyconcept,. we are limited to planning. not .allowed to give direct Service,.but in the rural: areas you wilt find that there are no service providers.
We plann.ed and planned and planned but were. not alloNed' to give
any direct service. Stewart indicated that we do have.to iry ad.minis-

. trative costs under either mode, but by eliminating the area agencywe have upped our service 200 percent. It might-be considered a step
backward in planning and coordination, but a- careful cost analysis
makes it:clear that the core program costs for administration, facili-

. ties, an.d.ravel to support an effort to coordinate and plan for limited
or nonexistent services giver consuming the 'minimuni allocation of

..funds to which the region as entitled. I -would like to 'make it very
blear that the deeision in region 5,is. not in any .way an attack on the
area agency..concept. Di many parts of the country where resources

. and providers are not so limited the _cibncept has worked very well.
.1-Thweveri it appears that'an area agency does not .at this time meet
the needs of region 5..

While services have increased, the .Final-Gila Council for Senior
Citizens is only meeting needs for approximately 4 percent of theelderly ir
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.- -Arizona receives its allocation of folids based o .poptiia'tion figuees,
as do all the States. Region 5's allocation of these funds is:the mini-
mum set within the Statk.

We suffer hum a problem, a common problem to this State, because
of our pleasant winter weathoyt. the "snowbifd" syndrome. Each
October the population in the iregion'expatds until it reaches 60 per-
cent-of the year!.-roUnd or base populatiaifMistorically this transient ,
haveis almost totally composect of suitor Citizens. Mik ity of the
have no living'relatives and are in need...ofleitcl. wish to participate
in the programs supported by 'Older Americans Act.. ,

Despite enthusiastic reso ree 'particigation ,.b he, region7s
inunities since the shift to direct services,.ipiis om .that netded,
services can be prpvided,
'As7a solution to thin Men Cogter temp ary residents servi ce needs

.some suggestions have en mad de 0. in various modes of rec-
iprocity. L"Tfie usual sugge. at the State providingi doev-
mented service should, in some -manner, bill :the, State of residence.

/ In our. opinion, such a solution.wonld be an adtninistrative,nightmare.
What: State would be able to surmount the budget Proble*s created?.

We recommend instead. that the Congress establish a migrant
elderly service allocation under the Older Americans Act. Those,States
having a substantial problem could be required to document an actual
and 'requested services during the previous year froth' this population
segment and could., on the basis of such. data, request an award from
the migrant elderly services allocation in an amount not to exceed _the
documented percentage of the State's-migrant elderly. .

SATELLITE DEVELOPMENT NEEDED

I cannot close without brinoing to the Senator's attention, again, the
still- existing problem caused by the physical distance betWeen seniors
and services. Although region 5 has only 11 population centers, there
are many crossroads commnnities where a small facility, even a small

. trailer, could provide abase of operation for service delivery. Present
guidelines and dollar limitations in title V of the 'Older Americans -
Ict preclude this satellite developmbnt necessary to reach the more
isolated elderly.

I have nbt touched upon the urgent needs for housing, home main-
tenance and repair; mental and physical health and legal services,
leaving such testimony to the experts in.these fields to address these-
issues.. However, I do wish to emphasize then deinonstrated need for
greater resources of this nature in region

'I'ank you for your invitation.
Senator DECoNcirrr. Mrs. Mahoney, thank you _very much for bring-

ing to us yOur very excellent testimony and suggestions. Quite :
frankly, you have opened my eyes to a. few problems that I was un-
aware of that you have addressed. Your last mention of using some
satellite facilities, if pthe act or the regulations provided for-that, could
you 'find the personnel to man these facilities and do you think that,
they could maintain the minimum of safety for use in sparSely
late& areas *here there are not anv fire compartieg arid safety rules and
regulations to see that people would not be vopardized.as to their own
security ?,

23-71 6-73-4
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Mrs. MAIIONEY. What I see- is a trailer,,as. I say, that' was open even
twice a week. I am talking about getting health services delivered:
Even if we couldn't get -at nutrition program going in these satellites,
it would be a place where they could come and have their blood pres-
sure taken, teotliotry. People don't say much about podiatry, but this
is one of. the big&st problems of the elderly. That would entail co.
ordination between. the health department, volunteers in the line of
doctors perhaps giving their time once a week.

Marian is laughing, but we keep looking for volunteers.k-heT king that I find in the rural areas, as Stu has mentioned, and,
I 'think, erybody that is working in the program re-cognizes-this, the
people who really need the help are isolated. When you approach
them, they are very proud. No; we don't need. anything. Once they

,become involved,..yon can see -them go from .a hunched-over back to a'
-back straightened .up, prOud. It is a very -rewarding-feeling once you
do t to theni they respond.

Senator DECoNensn. How many satellites dO you think would be
necessary to provide the necessary care for Pinal and Gila Counties?

Mrs. MATIONEX. How many satellites.? Oh, my word.
Senator DECoisrCirrr. Just roughly.
Mrs. MATTONEY..Five. .

Senator DsCoNcirri. Do you think there is some merit to some kip&
of a yin State health facility that might be funded under title XX to
go to these communities on a prescheduled basis? There are some
States that have done that..

NEED FOR MEDICAL UNITS

Mrs. MA}roxEr. YeS, I know. Marian, .Gloria, alinost all of the .direc-
-.tors of the area. agency projects, project directors, have talked about.
a medical unit that would be just fantastic to go around the rural areas
on a scheduled basis. That. would be takilfg- care of one part .of the
problem4he seniors have. It would be a great thing if it could hap-
pen:..Title V money.has_done an -awful lot of good except there is not
enough. This is what we need. .

Senator DECowci-Nr. Congressman, do you have any questions.?
Congressman T_TDALL. Just a quick question. I want to .say that the

Mah6ney family in. Pinal County is justly renowned for its public
service and you add luster to that . achievement of the family very

pat
}- One of the big questions that is being', kicked around ilie House

and Senate,. as we prepare to -amend the Older Americans Act next
year, is the role of the area..agencies, whether more focus should be
put on coordination and -pooling or direct service delivery. Do. you
think .this- should be clearly defined in the law or should it be flexible,
leaving the role of the area agency to be determined -by the State and
the area in question?

Maybe Marian'. would have some thoughts on, that, too.
Mrs. MAHONEY. I am .sure Marian would like to comment on that..

I can only .speak 4or my region.. I 'think Stewart agrees with me. In
my. own opinion, I think we should have area:, agencies in the metro-
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politan .areas because there they really do. need to pool, coordinate, et
cetera. In the rural areas it is diffprent.,I have two counties, two coun-
ty boards of supervisors and the rural communities. We are the -peo-
ple in direct contact with them. Marian in Pima County is serving a
valuable need in this.county and in-the State. and in the United States,
"might say. I see a role for the area agencies in the metropolitan areas,
'bUt I really don't see the!need for area agencies in the rural areas.

Congressman UDALL. Let me ask Mrs. -Lupu if she agrees with that
distinction; if that is a valid differencel

Mrs. Lvov. I think there is some valid differenCi between rural and
urban,. particularly as we- are looking at rural age ties with generally
very limited staff of one and two persons with members at geographic
disUnces. They are always. multicounty areas and consistently . bear
the technical, resource in the .community. It is not understood. why
they 'cannot Provide the direct-services. .

"FINE Trrchsr4 of AREA.. AGENCIES
Now, the need in the urban areas for a. f I point for- technical

assistance is of a different nature. There the ee to develop the ad-
vocacy efforts, the legislative platform, the abili stay on top of
what is happening in the county goverfunent and the city government
and :the State government and at the national levelyou know what
difficulties your staffs have in following legislation daily and it is
still imposed 'upon the local area agencies to have that kind of under
standing in order to be able to be responsive. I think, as we look at
area agencies; is still a mode that needs to be developed and fine
tuned, but that we ought not to dismantle It by giving it to the Stdte
to decide. If you do that, in many States you will'end the concept pf
area agencies.:!) .

Congressman UDALL.° Thank -you very much; Marian.
Senator.DEqoicciaci. Robert Reed,fMaricop, County title IIh direc-

tor, is here. Perhaps he would care 'to make a comment. If not, that
is fine.

It has been 'brought to my attention that you are here. 'We would
very much like to hear from you.

Mr. REED. Thank you.
I've brought with me a number of'people who wolillflike to testify

on problems of the rural elderly in Maricopa-County.
-Senator DEQQ2ICINI. Yes thne.permits when we finish with the

panel, we hope to open it up for a public discussion.
Would you care to answer the 'question now that we are discussing?
Mr. REED. I could give you my personal feelings on that.
Senatot DECONCINI. We thank you for-13eing with us today.
Mrs. -MA1101NMY. _Senator,: I- would like to point .out that I have, the

same staff as'a,direct service agency as I had as an area agency direc7
tor. Really, in fact, I think you will find in the rural areas the area
agencies are really, giving direct service. I was 'running out on corn
pliance because there are no service providers.

Senator 1-20CoisTeirri. You had to do this to fill the gap.
MrS. MA'rONEY. Right.

A
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So, actually, the same staff that was administering the area agency
is now administering the direct service unit. .

Senator DECortenstr. Mr. Arroyos, any questions9 t ,
Mr. ARROYOS. No questions. .

Senator DECONCINI. Our next -witness is Elizzlbeth Ann ,White site
nianager of the Ajo Senior Center.., ... ''.

.

We thank you for traveling so far, Ms. White. ,-

STATEMENT OP RT.T7ABETH ANN WHITE, SITE MANAGER, AJO
SENIOR .CENTER, AJO,'

Ms. WI-Trim. I want to thank Senator DeConcini and Congressman
Udall ,and their staff for inviting me hertoday. -\ .

What is the senior now generation proo-ram? In early 1971, the
senior now generation prograni established' at the Tucson Jewish
Commuity Center Council to encompass all activities, services; Fed-
eral and local projects relating to the socialization and nutrition ac-
.tivities at centers for the older adults. How programthe Ajo proram did4=4 .

not begin until Noveanber 1975.
The 'local program was begun under- the joint direction of 6Pima

County Parks and Recreation Dq3.artment and the Tucson Jewish
Community Council, During the pagf-vear, the 'program. has become
totally under the senior now generation._ program of the Tucson
Jewish Community Council. The opdration of the SNG prograih ut
the Ajo club emphasizes the socinlizntioi. -Of -tile 'participants and
provides nutrition, education, and meals.

One of the major. parts of the local program is outreach in the
community. Throngh outreach, I have learned the primary needs of
the elderly. I feel the program has 'been effective 4.Ajoin. that it.has
revitaliZed the elderly and brought them closer together in an atmos-
phere of socialization. The. program has made many aware of
the varied but limited services available to tem.

As site manager'at the Ajo facility, the needs of the elderly. in the
community are constantly with me: The needs of the community -iive
many-. The toppriority, I feel, shmildb6, given to the need for health
screening, a full service .blood pressure clinic Ftt- a minimum cost,
mobile podiatry, denture, eye glasses. These are available in. the city.
However, we are 130 miles away. Physicals, prescriptions, price re-
ductions, particularly on long-range medicatidn, such as in the case
of cancer and other devastating illnesses. Low-cost housingif they
decide to mine the ore body which lies'under the southeast portion of
the toyn,` this would put many elderly out of their homes. There are
very limited rentals closet to stores, banks, et cetera. There are very
limited rentals in Ajo.

.
_

LOCAL TRANSPORTATION LIMITED

Local transportation in Ajo is very limited. There is only one taxi.
The smallest amount that you can ride the taxi for is $1the maxi-
mum is ,$2. This is one way. The prices, we have been told, are being
raised very shortly.

The SNG program has a 10-passenger van 'for which we only have a
driver,for :6 hours a day, There is no direct bus service to Tucson. It

2U
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takes_approximately 4 hours. to go on the bus from Ajo to Tucson via
Pala Bend.
" Chore and sitter services are nonexistent in Ajo. Recently I had
four requests for these services, mostly from terminal cancer patients.

Day care assistance for the physically handicapped are also non-
existent in Ajo.

Legal aid services are nonexistent at this time and are very badly.
needed. .

There is very little, entertainment in Ajo, particularly nothing for
the elderly except the SNG program and the Ajo senior citizens club.

Thank. you.'
Senator DECoNcxxx. Thank you very Much.
Is there a shortage now of housing for the elderly in Ajo?
Mrs. Wiirr. Y es ;' there is definitely a sliortage..
Seriator'DECoN-crrn. Without this anticipation?
Mrs. WHIT. Yes; there always has.bp'en.
Senator DEC0NCINI. Do you have any kind of an idea as to the num-

ber you are talking about? is
Mrs. WHITE. Of the people that might be e acted?
Senator DECorrcna. No, the On are presently in need of

housing.
Mrs. WHITE. They. all seem to be ;housed, but the housing is very

substandard, yes. . .

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you very much.
Congressman Udall, do you have any questions?
Congressman UDALL. Mrs. White, I admire and respect what you

are doing o. It is a great- community and, one that I have been
proud to. represen r the years.

I just have One quit uestion. What is the problem of the so-called
snowbirds that we h ar about earlier ? What -percentage of your
service load is that i Ajo?

Mrs. WHITE. It is not really that high. We usually haVe over the year
about -40 to 60,. and when the snowbirds come it goes as high as 70 per_
day. These are meals per day.

Congressman UDALL. I noticed the suggestion made by someone
earlier that we maybe have an, allocation of the formula so that in the
4 months of the winter the Minnesota allocation is reduced and part
of that is sent to Arizona.

"SNOWBIRDS" PROVIDE "BRIGHT SPOT"

Mrs. WHITE. I would like toll add one thing. Our snowbirds do pro-
vide. a bright spot. They bring many interesting things with them.
They are wonderful people.

Congressman UDALL. I am all for them. fwelcome them. They,also
add somewhat to.our load of public services.

Senator DECoiccusa. We want to thank you; Ann White, for coming
the distance you have and-for the gi-reat services that you are doing.

We are going to take a break. Before we do, I notice that there are
a number of members of the Governor's advisory committee in the
audience here. If you Will, please stand. Alice Norris is here, Charles
Knowles is' here, kred Behner, John Burnham; and Genevieve Gins-
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burg, also Sophie. Smith, who is on our panel..!;We are going to hear.
fronri Sophie. '

At this time, we will take a 5-minute break and return to the panel
. of .senior citizens., -.

[There folloWed a shortrecessTh
Senator DECocrici..The meeting will come to order.
We would ask that people not smoke in -this room, please,- fbir some

health reasons:' We ask your indulgence in that effort, please.
We are going to move -ahead. The hearing will continue even after I.

have to leave a little after 4. I am. interested in getting on' the record
anyone's7testimony or remarks. Debby and Jois will be here. They
are both On'the staff and they will.see that any information you have is
,i&laced in the record.

Wenow will turn to the panel'of senior citizens. We are very pleased
mat these people would take the time to come and express their views.

I think, in order to expedite the hearing, I will take the testimony
from each of the panel members, then reserve the questioning for later.

Our first member is Mark Pohle, Ajo.
We thank you, Mr. Pohle, for corn_ ing all that distance. We welcome

hearing from you.

STATEMENT OF MAIM POHLE, AJO, ARIZ.
Mr. POHLE. Thank you, Senator DeConcini, Congressman Udall, the

staff, and the rest of you.
As you know, we live in an isolated community and it is about 110

miles from Phoenix, 130, 140 mileS from Tucson, which poses quite a
problem for the senior citizens, also the rest of the community. We are
isolated. Our facilities are very limited there. There is one thing On the
positive side, it is' in the report, and I hope that you will be interested
in knowing that. Living in a community such as Ajo, away from .every
where, away from the beaten paths, we find that the crime rate in our
community is very much less than it is in a larger community. There
is not near,,as much mugging or highjacking, burglarizing. We are offthe beaten path and we don't have too many' of the rougher class of
people, coming into Ajo.

Further, I would' like to say, 'of course, what I' have to say is more
or less repeating a lot of the things that have already been said, we arejust emphasizing. It says repetition, if you want to get anything done;
Just keep driving. So I am going to make my report and it will reiterate
a lot of the things 'that have already 'been said.

Living in a small' community 100 miles or more from a large city cer-
tainly, has its disadvantages and drawbacks. It is extremely difficult
for the oldsters td' maintain a normal standard of living in these far-
off places. For instance, various services, cost of living, limited income,
adequate help, along witii almost everything else, is out of proportion
to that of the city.

LIMITED MEDICAL SERVICES

Now, referring to some of the problems, we find that health care .poses one of the biggest concerns of the elderly. Medical service is lim-
ited and when serious. or unusual cases arise, the patients have to be
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tranSported over long, agonizing distances for proper treatment at the .
facilities in the, cities. This is all very frustrating, inconvenient and
expe$nsi ye.

. pother condition that exists is that Many of these elderly people
own their own homes or live_ alone in icented.,quarters and do not have
any one to care for them regularly. Some 'are hardly able to do their
own housework and are badly in. need of. help which they can hardly
pay for or is unavailable. That is quite a; problem. in Ajo.

One of the major complaints heard frequently is. the inability to
Of help in household repair work. Breakdowns occur, such as plumb-
ing, appliances coolers, heaterS, and many other things about the
house. Most of the skilled workers who do this sort of work are em-'
ployed by the 'company and it is hard to obtain their services some -
times. -

Transportation is another vital concern .we have. Many do not own
cars or drive themselves. Consequently, they depend, on others to trans-
port 'them around. The 'senior now generation: program in Ajo does
alleviate this situation somewhat with. their lin;ated busing service to
and from the senior citizens-hall where the'people receive their meals,
do craft work, and indulge in some sort of recreation.

The recreation program _for Ajo's elderly is also not what it should
be. The Pima County-Parks and Recreation do have a fairly good pro-.
gram going in Ajo for the entire community. Very few of the
oldsters pathicipate in thist, however.

There AS a need for smile sort of promotional and organizational
work in this department MoSt of these, people are also plagued with
financial problems. Their- meager.incomes, usually' from pensions,- are
hardly enough to sustain a decent living. This condition' keeps getting
worse as the cost of living and inflation keep rising all the time.

Women who live alone usually suffer more financially. Men have
built up a fairly livable pension from their work years. If they should
drctp. out of the picture first, much of the income for the survivor has
beeV,reatly reduced.

.Taxation, especially on property, is another big headache for these
senior citizens. With their low, fixed incomes and .rapidly rising cost
of living, it is becoming more difficult all the time to meet these higher
rates. Some relief is certainly needed here.-

.714here are Many more problems that could be talked about, but the
major ones have already been discussed. I hope to have shed some light
on the living conditions of,the. senior citizens who reside in isolated
or rural areas especially in Ajtp.

Thank you.
Senator DECo-cixr. Thank you 'very much. We appreciate that

testimony. Certainly it does reiterate the real experience of the peo-
ple and just as to some of the hardships and problems that need to be
addressed. -;

Our,next witness is Dallyn Laudeman, Willcox; Ariz.; ' president,
Cochise County Council on Aging.

We thank you for traveling this distance and welcOnie your testi-
mony at this time.

WIDOWS . HAVE REDUCED ,INCOME
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STATEMENT OF DALLY
COCHISE

Mrs. LAUDEMAN. I WEL
you for listening to the p
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LAUDEMAN, WILCOX, PRESIDENT,
OUNTY COUNCIL ON AGING

t to thank you for having me here. Thank
oblems of the seniors.

transportation is a big problem. We don't
wn. It is over 80 miles into Tucson when you
d medical care. This is a problem. Also? we
improvements. We ha,,ke, at the present time,
der our county council that is helping to re-
s for the elderly. Our finances are so small
ver the -problem.
ice allotment, but we ca.n't get sponsors for

As has been mentioned, our Cochise County.
hard time finding a sponsor. These things

Then, we don't have l any senior center for our people. There is no
place for our seniors to get together and talk to one another and have
-.fellowship with one mother. We can't afford a multipurpoSe senior
center.

In our town we ha e health serivces twice a week. They couldn't
afford to staff an offic in a senior center..The -social security comes
twice a month. They ouldrOt afford to staff an office in a senior cen-
ter. Yet, in some of tl ese places we really need this senior center. We -
need the fellowship. , am speaking as a senior citizen because I am
one and I am proud of it.
a

YOUNG PEOPLE DELIVER MEALS 01,

We need fellowship, we need companionship with others. Then, too,
we would like to get acquainted with some of the young people. You
know,' at our senior 'nutrition site it is wonderful to see these young
people coming in arid taking- the .meals and taking them out to the
homes. They are finding out about some of the problems of our senior
citizens. They are getting acquainted with them.'

One of our drivers went out to talce a meal to a woman and fOund
her lying on the floor. She had been there all night. If it hadn't been
for someone cominn, in with .,a meal, nobody would have known that
she was down on the floor.

There is much: greater help in these services than just the nutrition.
I work- with the exercise program at our site. You would be surprisedr to see how these people take the exercises and how they look forward to
it. We told them they would have to come in a little,_early. They said,
-qh, that is fine, can you pick me up early. So our drivers very gra-
ciously pick them up. Of course, I have to say that because one of' the.
drivers is my husband..

I think that Stu should be congratulated for the job 'that he has
done with our nutrition projeCt. We are very proud of him and we
are proud of it. Ilut we need just a little bit more. For instance, most
of our sites, we come in there in the morning, the cooks do and the
volunteers whO help get the meal, then they come in for the meal and
we have to be out of the building by 2 o'clock. That doesn't give us
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much. time to have. any recreation or things of that kind. If we could
have a senior center that was just a simple urban type center, it would
-really 'be appreciated, along with the help in transportation. And, of
tourse, our hetilth services atithe nutrition site, we 'have monthly blood'
pressure clinics and we have from different ones: We are hoping
to start a nutrition bingo, -which Will help to put into their minds the

..thing.S about nutrition that we try .to have.
, I do appreciate your listening.

Senator Dr,CoNcrisa. Mrs. Landernan, thank you very much for that
very explicit-testimony. It will beery helpful to the entire committee:

Our next witness is Sophie Smith, a lady who has been extremely in-
volved and 'active in Pinal. County and who served as the county re-
corder there. She has gone on now to. be a member of the Governor's
Advisory Committee on Aging. She lives in Florence, believe.

We are very pleased to have you here. It is nice to know that you are
Still inyolVed, Sophie..
STATEMENT OF. SOPHIE SMITE, MEMBER, GOVERNOR'S ADVISORY

: COMMITTEE, ON AGING, FLORENCE, ARIZ.

Ms: Sisx-rru: Thank you, Senator;
member*I tarn a member of the Advisoty Committee on Agin- g, also ex officio

member of the Pinal-Gila Council for Senior Citizens.
I have been to the centers when they have been serving meals. I have

Seen how the citizens act. I think it is wonderful. I do think they are
doing a splendid job..I. want to talk for another group:. Those who are
bedridden and at home have no opportunity to ,get out and there is no
way. to get them out. They are blind ; they are deaf. Like myself, I
know they are all avid readers. I would like to see films that can be
shown on ceilings Where the person in bed can read them. I would like
to haVe tapes ofbooks and music where they could hear:

The home chore maintenance-and home health services have.already
been taken -care of. We realize that the low resources of the various
communities are because of the low tax base, lack of populatiOn, ladk
of industrial and commercial tax dollars.

The second niajOr point that I would like to remind you of is the
need for coordinated programing. A specifiC example, if guidelines for
title XX of the Social Security Act are followed as to determining,_
eligibility for service, title..:VII guidelines of the Older Americans'i
Act, which forbid any means test, are automatically violated. Thete
are many, similar examples where the final guidelines drafted by the
administration. prbhibit carrying out the greatest coordinated. effort.

Congress is responsible for seeing that the highest poiSible use is
made of every tax clonal.. This is especially important to rural areaS,
where dollars are scarce.

I hope that you will do something about the inconsistencies.
Thank you. .

Senator DECoiccrwr. Evety panel that I am aware of have brought
that to our attention in the past. month or. so. Indeed, we hope to ad-
dress that particular problem.

Our next witness is Thelma Millen from Apache Junction. We
*know that Thelma been involved in delivering meals for a number.
of people there. We look forward to her testimony.
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STATEMENT OF THELMA MULLEN, VOLUNTEER, APACHE JUNCTION
NUTRITION SITE, REGION 5, PINAL-GILA COUNCIL FOR SENIOR-
CITIZENS

Mrs. 'MurAmisr. Thank you very much.
I did work with meals-on-wheels in Wichita, Kans., before I cameto Arizona.
By the way,' I did come to Arizona to retire. I think I'am working

harder than I did before. I have found out that most of these-people
come to Arizona to die. They feel there is nothing else when they re-.
tire.,The people that really need help don't ask for it.

--/ I take 11 meals out and that is all I am entitled to take out. Lam
going home and tell Jeff that somebody is getting 30 meals. I can use
them very much.

I don't just deliver the meals. rsee that someone cleans the house.I write their' checks. I pay their bills. I get their prescription filled.
If anything is broken, I see that it is repaired. I have even gone back
to sit with them at night whenever they have had problems. I have
asked people to go with me and visit the people I see, and they don't
look too good, I'm sure. One man I know doesn't weigh 50 pounds.
He is nothing but bones with skin over them. He -is in a wheelchair
and when he goes to bed, his. body has ealciurnized into place just like
he sits in.'the wheelchair. He has to tay that way. I have wore than
just one like that. I take meals on Saturdays and Sundays. 1 fix these
in my own home at my own expense.. My. husband went with me. He
has heard me talk about these people. He went with me just last Satur-
day. They are all just as cheerful as they can be. It really makes yOu
feel good to go in and you know you don't have any complaints -at all.
My husband went in and Mr. Christianson told him, "She is fattening
me np." 'He couldn't weigh 50 pounds, no way. He was quite ill. thiS
past week. I am the only person they see all' day long up until the next
day.

APPLIANCES RUN CONTINTJOTISLY

I have one ladywell, she had the water on and it ran for 24 hours,
until I came, back. They had the TV on and the radio on and they
can't turn' it off. I fixed up a few little gadgets with my husbaild's
help for them to turn on and off their lights. Their air-conditioners,-
we:have had them fixed, had people come out.

Nov, I have had very good help, in asking a. doctor and an eye
doctor to come out; people have come out when we couldn't fix the
.wheelchairs. They have been 'very gOod. Maricopa County workers
came iprit twice to see some people out here from rehab. I understand
that Iligy aren't allowed to come back any more.

This procTram does do good. People flag me down. They recognize
my. truck "wrienever I_ go along and they will stop me' and ask me if
I know of -so and . so. that *the* need help. I have got to the point
where I ask them, "Have you been helping?" They usually say no,.
they thought there Would be somebody else that should go:in and take
care of them. . .

There is one couple, she is a retired dance teacher_ She 'is solmibbly
and full of .pep you .wouldn't believe it.,-She has had two .colosiomies.
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They are in .their eighties. They were on, the verge,.they had the pills
kset out to commit suicide when I went there because nobody cared.
The people that they know who were their friends have either died,
gone to rest homes, -or baeleto live with their kids.

ThAt is about the best thing that these meals do. The_ y are now going
over and taking part in the meals over at: the center.

I had:one couple that were in the hospital. The `court stopped Me
three times 'and asked me if I could get meals to them. They could
-come home if they had the meals. Weil, I couldn't get two extra meals
because-I was ta .Ing out all I was allowed. I told them just as soon
as- I could I would bring some meals to them. The doctor would not
let them .come home. The woman got worse. They put them both in
a rest home and for 5 weeks it cost them $1,565. Finally the people
in the court said they "would drop in and see them, but they couldn't
furnish them meals all the _time.

You know, people .have got where every time they _see me start to-
ward them, they start shaping their heads no. I have 0-one from door
to -door in the _courts ancl4sked them if they could please get meals
for a few days until I could get someone else. I would go from one
side of the court to the other. In the last week- and a half, nine of
these people I have got sent back to where they came from All Of
of these people have- no relatives whatsoeVer. I have contacted the
-chamber of commerce in the towns that they came from or some little
town and explained -the .case of how they can pay their way, but the
rest homes are so expettsive, so they have gone back to. Ohio,-Illinois,-
Indiana,. Virginia, Washington. -and one in' Kansas. They have been
very glad to leave. I Dave -explained-that- there is no away they can
get any more help.

k2s.7SrORTATEIN PROBLEMS

Another thing, yOu talk about the buses to take people we have a
Red Cross bus in Apache .Junction. I kmow; I worked to help get it..
They take the people -to town in the morning to the doctor. They
don't"bring those people back until the afternoon when everyone that
has gone to town is ready to come home.: That. is too long for these
people to be down 'there. It is:too lone 'for a well person to be in
there, as far .as that goes.- They- have to -wait-until all of them can
come back _together.

They don't have a lift to lift people that are in Wheelchairs. I don't
know of any way that a few of my people could go to the doCtor
Unless if they lied a.van with a lift. I- know it would. .be nice. We really
need more traiTsportation for people to have and the facilities to go
to the doctor.

I feel that every bit of money that has been spent there, and I ex-
pect so too _in. every one Of these other centers, has been well worth
the money and the time and effort that has been put into it. I just
with we had that much more.

This mbriiing before I left, I took my cases over that I deliver my
meals in for a -lady to deliver my meals for me today. I said, "Well,
have you .got. anything. for me to say?" He said, -"Yes, I need many
more meals because every-day r am turning so many people away."
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could get rid of 80 meals a day real easily to people that are home-
bound. I am going to the people' and th4 people ,are responding. and
helping for a while. Thry call .me and tell in I just can't do it any i
more because they are retired, and living on their own social security
income just like .me.

Another. t4iing, you talk about these snowbirds coining in. It is
. nice to have them, blit I wish they would bring just a little bit of their
money that is allocated to them.

I thank you peeple very much. I could almost peach you a sermon
any. time anybody would listen to me. - .

nator DECoisTorm. Mrs..Mullen, thank you. You make a great ad-
-vacate for the e2tpansion of these programs. That is really the pur,
pose of these hearings, not only to listen to the professionals that are
involved, but to listen to those that really give of themselves. I com-
pliment all. of the members of the panel for that effort and the will- ..
ingness to come forward and ex lain some of the real hardships that
are involved. ' -1.:0 , .

Our net -witness is Hollac ,:. _ ' berth from Green Valley.
, We are very pleased to hav w

STATEMENT OF HOLLACE ROBERTS, GREEN V ATAXY, ARIZ.

Mr. RQBERTS. Senator. DeConcini, I am privileged to be here. "I
think my remarks may .lae somewhat different from those given, but
they will "be descriptive at leas1 I hope they will, of.our community.

While the invitation to appear before you was extended probably
when I was president of the local chapter of the ARP, which' has a
membership of 650 people, I hasten to mention that .I am speaking
only for myself and not for the chapter.

I thinIVI can say, ho
'

wever _for most of the residen of Green
Valley that we appreciate the time takdn by this committee to hear
from the residents of the' Southwest and thatzwe appreciate the con-
tinuance in the _U.S. Senate of a committee whose special concern is
the problenis and interests of those o who, indeed, have reached
our majority.

I Incidentally, I hope I am a part of the t generation required to
1- 'retire at the age of 65 from gainful employment..

As I am sure you know, Greeri Valley is essentially a retirement
community. A majority, .if not all, of the property owners associa-
tions 'have in- their deed restrictions a minimum adult age of 50 years
and a minimum age of children living in those adult familes of -18
years. According.to a recent study, the estimated population of Green
Valley is approximately 6,500 -people. The same study concludes that
our population will be approximately 10,000 by the end of 1980 -and
over 14,000 by the 'end of 1986. Various estimates suggest that over
80 percent of our population are fully retired from gainful
employment.

To describe the way of life, which I vas asked to do, of those who
live in-Green Vallevtepencls on one's perspective and.frame of ref-
erence. Any generation that I may make is subject V) error and

,.misinterpretation including this one. "But let me- make some general
comments.
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MEDICAL SERVICES PRESENT PROBLEM

While many of our people enjoy .reasonably good health, there are
Aprobably very few of us who do not make regular and irregular rips

to health 'services. We have a health center, a .nursing 'home and a
medical center, an office complex, and dental .services, but many, many
of our residents have chosen to rely on the medical resources in Tucson
and this presents a two-edged. problem. One, to the health professions
to provide around-the-clock medical services in Green Valley, and,.
two, the transportation problems for many of our residents whose

'medical care is available in TucsOn either by choice or the lack'of ade -.
quate 'service in Green Valley. Our fire department has ambulance
service available to our residents, and it is a fine service, including Para
professional service. A 30 to 35' mile trip of 50 minutes is worrisome to
a good many of our people.

All of us at our age level ieajize the inevrita lity associated with the
so-called golden years. The anxieties prod "ed by this inevitability
and the attendant physical crises assocated therewith probably pre-
sent one of our greatest concerns. While the health needs in such situ-,
ations may appear exaggerated, to those of us who 'experience them
they are indeed real and demand all of the attention they can receive.
These anxieties and health concerns, if not real health problems, are'
emotionally laden and by the Same token many of our residents, with
and without medical .services, call upon their own resources to, deal
with them.

Before I elaborate on that point, let me suggest that it would be 'my
opinion thal counseling services, easily accessible and in familiar. sur-
roundings, wguld be of a great help to many.Of our residents, help that
might be an allfrity to listen and help that might be extensively and in-
tensively therapeutic.

I m_entioned that many of us call on our on resources to keep us
youni. Incidentally, I think we are not in Green Valley to die.

Social and recreational activities proliferate and spawn more. _Our-
mcreational centers, our golf courses, our homes, our churches pro-
vide full or part-time pleasure for many of us. Many of us find pleasure,
and, I believe, good therapy, in digging in our flower gardens, par-
ticipating in focal service organizations, our library, our fire depart-
ment, our sheriff's office, and such official and quasi-official organiza-
tions. But many also rely heavily on Tucson: and university and college
libraries for their".research and reading, on 'art and cultural events in
Tucson, for their entertainment and release in these areas, not because
Grey Valley individuals and oremnizations do not make great et-
fo bring such facilities and activties to our community, including
Fred. trier who is here in the audience. They do ,not come with the
regula y which many would desire. The ability and willingness Of .
outside groups to take the risk, as it were, may be an equally compelling
factor.-

'MANY LrvE ON FIXED INCOMES

For some reason or reasons, Green Valley seems to be looked upon as
. an affluent community that can provide for itself. It is my judgment

that this may begratrfying to some endowed- with the spirit of upw`ard
mobility, but iit is hardly an accurate description of our community as
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a whoi one Were to judgisolely on thebasis of financial resources,'
would ess we might be looked upon as somewhat typical of an Amer-*
ican nna ale-class community. By and large, oUrresidents litre on fixed
incomes Many have retired from technical or professional. job which .

by toda 's standards were paying loW to moderate wages or salaries.
Fixed come ,based on such income leVels in the past must give us a
clue to he extent of, the difficulties and even hardships encountered
by. man as costs of ail types of commodities and services have in-
creased hen pensions and social security benefits. do not keep pace.

Earli r I commented on the extent and varier of the activit'
which reen Valleyites participate. It.-4Q 'my experienCe wit ellow
residen , leaders' Of service clubs, relig,iouS leaders, commimi orga-
nization representatives and just plain 'homebodies,. that :there are.
many lo ely people in Green Valley, lonely for family, friend's, coin-.
pa,nions , and for listeners. .

We have a meal, service in Green Valley under the auspices . of. a.
Tucson agency and -supported by Federal funds. As I understand it,
this service is available 5 days' each week to provide a nourishing, hot
-meal at noon and the opportunity fcir those-attending to socialize a bit.
Those who have no transportatictn, andA gather there are many such

. people here in Green Valley, are transported to and from the service.
by service staff. ThiS is a great service which no doubt. could be eN-
panded with additional funds and personnel.

Anyone in Green. Valley is-. familiar with PriendS-Iii-I3oeed. This is
e, group of women who are concerned with many needs Of our residents.
On -scores of occasions throughout the year theyfkre called iiipon to pro-
vide transportation for local residents to Tucson medical Jfacilities. A
Christmas party is a regular feature for,, many, in.clUding members
who 'otherwise might have a rather bleak Christmas. Vohinteer service
is rendered our own' medical facility and SO;on. These serViees mean a

at deal to those who render them, as well as to those. who receive
em. They do highlight some of our problems, health service needs,

transportation needs, and loneliness.

Low Ciumn RITE
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Personal. and. property safety is a very important concern to the
.majority of our residents. While we are -not displeased with .our low
crime rate, we are concerned with what happens in Tucson and in the
desert arelas between our two, communities and what happens on our
international border just to the ,South: The flashing red. lights of the
police-patrol car stopping alleged participants in illicit' traffic-.of:

i
one

sort or another on 1-19 is not A: welcome sight to our residents, even
though it signals that the :law. enforcement agencies: a,re\ at work.
Again,, some of our concerns and anxieties o'ver such matt* may be
borne out of our experiences in metropolitan communitiestwhere we:.
wt.* Much of this sort Of thing or in small or rural corriniunifies Where
we saw very little% of it. Our 'level-of concern is quite hi g4-1 and that
concern is real._

I trust these observations are hotterribly distorted. They are seen, in.
a sense, and observed ju.St-by one person. T app. re.ci. ate and thank you
for the opportunity to appear before you.
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Senator DECONCINT. I thank you for that background. I am familiar
with Green Valley, of course, and realize that it is not a pocket of lux-
ury living for all that live there and, indeed, they have t k particular .
problems. ).

,

I would like to ask a cou e of general questions. One is out, of my
own curiosity regarding the oial Security Act, whicli has been libi-
eralized, to some extent. What i our feeling about the limitation on
income ? Should it be completely li or should there be some restric-
tions? Would any of you care to comm t regarding that ? .

Mr. Poin,E. I thinkit should be lifte,d altogether.
Senator DECowc;Na. Entirely ,?
Mr. Porrix. I sure do. ' .

Senator DECoNGENI. As you know,- now there -is a earnings limitation
Of $3,000, I believe. There have been several proposals to;change,that.

Ms.`83irrn. Wasn't social security established for the.purpose of the
elder generation retiring so that the younger generation. could have
jobs ? . ,

Senator DECowcrNT. Yes ; that is the reason that the re_ striction was
put. in; in order to open up the job market. 1

Ms. &wren. I think that the amount of money you,can earn after you
retire, I think.it should be restricted. ..

Senator. DECoNcrNa. Do you think that Ahe liMit- should be raised
above the $3,000 limitation now?

Ms. Smrrir. No ; I don't: .

Senator DECorrcrsTr. You think it is justifiable at that level ? .- .

Ms. SAIITIT. Except in low- income --I happen to know that there are
some' pedple, in fact, I was talking to it (p-2,-11.1 who works in the tax office,
there are some people who are only getting $1-89 and if there was some
may that you could put $3 on therewhat is the average social security,.
$300 a monthit could.he brought up to that level. ' .

SenatorTIpCoNciNx. The average is $234, .

Ms. Smrryr: How can a woman pay $600 a year taxes on :a home when .
her income is social security only of $240 a month. .

Senator DEO0N-ciicr. If she could work, and if she wanted to---. t
Ms. SMITIT. She could make $34600 and the amount ivould be added,

then, I think, that would be fair, but there is an awful lot of difference.:
UNEXPECTED MEDICAL EXPENSES

;1-'
Mrs:. STEINITAUSErt KNOWLES. If you ave been very fortunate. and

yOu haven't had illness and all- your ret ement plans have been pro- .

ceeding well, that is fine, l-fut not all-Are the ortunate.
In this connty.alone-, know many whO-,planned carefully but, due

to _circumstances 'beyond their confrol:, they'do not have enough money
to live on. I don't mind.going on record and telling -you,- there was a
time in my life I had Sterling and Lenox- China. to .set a table, .biit,
due to the unexp;ected medical costs to keep -my father in nursing.
homes, I. had .very little to. put on the table. It took Mrs: Lupu from-
Pima council on aging, 3 months-AO talk . me into applying for food
stamps because I was too proud, but I- Bally went. So, in spite of the-.
best laid plans; some people may need to supplement their retirement

4
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'First off, I should tell you .r haVen't met a senior yet; truthfully,
. who would prefer to work if he didn't have to.

I have ,seen them come into the office of Pima Council on
handmade shOes, a tailormade suit, pleading for workeve washing
'dishes ---to help supplement their income. Th'ese might appear to be
extreme cases, but I have seen it happerl in the past. years.

Manytilnes it has been brought to my attention and they say to me,
"Catherine,, look, if I haVe investments that bring in $1,000 a month
or more I can draw social security the same as you, but if you go to

, work and you are drawing social security, after a certain amount for
'every $2 that yciu earn you have to give back one of those dollare.
There just seems to be an unfair situation hefe."

rthink it would be fair to everyone if there were limit on the.amourit
a person could earn in any manner regardlesS of age.

If a person is competent and doing a good job, I don't think they
should be forced to retire because of age. I know old people in the
thirties. .1 lm a young lady over at the Jewish Community Center
wlip is in her eighties and she has more pep than some have at 25. This
isn't an excogption. You have heard today the things some members
of the panel are doing. This is exciting.

I don't believe that people will want to -remain in the work force;
it is a lot more fun to be. doing things you enjoy that are exciting. For
myself, when I get to be 90, I ply& to retire and travel.

NEEDS HELP-BUT NOT CHARITY

Mrs. Mur,LErr. I have a man that I .take care of-that gets $159 a
month. I know for a fact that he does not go to the doctor and get his
Medicine when he is supposed to. He has emphysema and heart trou-
ble. He has been real bad. He never admitted that he didn't have the
money to4go. I would keep asking him- when he was supposed to go.
I knew he was bad. I would get over there. and he would, either be
bed or I would ho,i7e to lift him up because he had been sitting in this
one chair for 3 days over the weekend. I was in Washington and the
lady that took the meal on Friday didn't see that he had these things
where he could,reach them. I went on Monday and he had been`sitting.

re since Friday afternoon. He needs help.I.don't know where to go
to.get it. Nobody seems to know. They give me the runaround. or some-
thing. He is proud. He doesn't want your charity. Somebody like that
needs their social security extended just a little bit, I would think,
Senator.

Senator DtCo.wcirn. You 'mean raising it ?
MIS. MULLEN. Yes:
Senator DEComciwt. Does anyone else care to comment ?
Mr.. ROBERTS. I would like to add one comment, if I may; I am

heartily in favor of lifting the limit. It seems to me there are some
people, and I agree with has just been said here there are many
people who would retire at 65 with or without a limit and who would
not work with or without a limit. It seems to me for some people who
have been workaholics, if you will, for whom Work means everything,
there might be great therapy in continuing to work and there might be
some contributions of some very able people whb are over 65 to make

4 I
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tor-our society and our economy if they were permitted to work at a.
.higlierleyel than the present $3,000 level.

-Senator DinCoNcirri. I appreciate that -information. ate
just turned down an. amendment,'which. I cosponsored,- etely
lift this limit. There Was a sulzstitute amendment that does raise it
substantially to $4,500 for the fitest year. I think it goes up-to $6,000
eventually. Perhaps there will be some help.

The Senate has also passed a bill changing the retirement manda-
tory age to 70, that is, lattiTtg the person make their own decision
about working after the.age of 65.

I am going to have to leave this Lime. I want to pay particular
thanks to the professional staff. people who took the time and traveled
this far and, prepared their _statements, and also for the members of -

the Sdnior citizens panel. It.has been very interesting to us. I thank -

you all on behalf of the entire committee, the Spe9ial Committee on
Aging of the Senate

,
and certainly the chairman Mr. Church.

I tim going .to ask that Lois Pfau and Debby Kilmer stay here at
this time. Let me ask you to come forward to the microphone and
introduce yourselves, your name and address, and please state ythr
concern. Keep.- your statements as brief and to the point as you can
and it will be more helpful to the committee when they review this
record.

There ate also forms in the back of the room, such as this, that we
would welcOme from

t-
those of you who would like to submit any state-

men or desire information.' We would be glad to have those.
Again, my thanks to KITAT for their coverage; of this. I hope that

the 'populace in this county has an opportunity to see the prograin
and get the same benefits that I have had.

. On behalf of the commiree, we thank you all attending today.
I will turn the meeting oi+r- to Lois.
Ms. PIPAti Tpresidingl. There _were some folks from Pima. County

who would like to make a statement first.
Phil Hamilton- is from thy. Pima 'County Health Department.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP AMILTON, HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
AnEncER, PIMA co HEALTH DEPARTMENT, TUCSON, ARIZ.

Mr. HAMILTON. I thank you. I have good news and bad news. First, .

the. good news. All the speakers were right and were altogether in
terms of evaluating the, problem. The bad_ news is that everything
they said wale; all those problems really exist.

Let rne, be very brief, though; acid let mp go to two very specific
things. First of all, in terms of title XX, we have a difficult systems
pf oblem. wherein you can help us with a change in the ruleS and regu-
lations. Under a section of.the Code of Federal_ Regulations, 45 CFR
228.56, the notorious 50 percent rule, the code specifies that 50 per-
cent of Federal dollars must be spent on categorically elixible
ents. In Arizona, categorically eligible means SSI -reorients only.
We have no medicaid and most elderly persons do not receive-AFDC,
that leaves only SSI. Viis limitation forces us to concentrate our serv-
ices. on the poorest financially, but not necessarily the most needy

I See appendix 2, p. 768;

*
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people. Many 'elderly pdople are in dire need of -services available
under title XX, but most are not SSI eligible. If the 50 percent rule
could be waived or the categorically eligible percentage to be served
made smaller, we could concentrate services on those who need them
most.

AGENCY COORDINATION NEEDED

One other problem relates to the integration of services. It was
referenced earlier in.testiniony that many. of the Federal regulations
.regarding services and service eligibility put conflict's between one
program and another. This is very dehumanizing. This is very difE7
cult both or the elderly Americans and-the social service worker to
have a barrage, of many questions and to have four or five different
agency personnel coining into your home and asking personal ques--
tions about the intimate details of your life in order for you to qualify
for something you desperately need and are entitled to. If care could
be taken in the development of Federal regulations so that.programs
like medicare, SSI, food stamps, title XX, or any other Federal pro- .
grams, would have compatible information requirements, if we could
develop a single intake process to facilitate this embarassment, thig
delving into one's persondrhistory, we could protect the dignity of
the indivilchial -and remove another obstacle from the path of services
that are deeded. -

Quite honestly, my experience in operating. title XX programs in
the _county has been that many people will simply. get up and leave
before they will give out all that personal -information that the Fed-
eral Government requires.

I would ask you that in developing the criteria for programs, see
that they are compatible and make legislative incentives .possible for
us to develop single data requirements. After all, the information
about us seldom changes, only the person requesting the information.

Thank you.
Ms. PrAtr. Thank you, Mr. Hamilton.
As the.Senator said earlier, we have a group from Maricopa County

that have come a great distance to testify today.
Mr. Reed, would yoti like to say a few words? Then you can intro-

duce anyone else you might hayeLwith yoit
Mr. 111.-.ED. I have submitted a paper 1 and I would like to 'have it

submitted as part of the record. I will not take the time and go through
it.

Ms. Pr..tu. Thank you, Mr. Reed. We will do that.
I believe you have some folks you want to introduce.

STATEMENT OF UNA 'RAMSEY, WITTMAN, ARIZ.
Ms. RA-msr.r. I am Una Ramsey from -Wittman.
Wo do need more transportation for the elderly for shopping and .

to their doctors, friendly visits to. those who are not able to 1)13 out.
Ms. PFAU. Thank you very much.

. STATEMENT OF LENA DE HART; WICICENBURG, ARIZ.
Ms. DETIAnT. I am Lena/DelIart from Wickenburg.

I See appendix 1. item 0; p. 740.
I
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want to thank all of you because you hit the nail right On the; head.
Our nutrition center is not adequate, but we are still in there+pitching.
We do have meals for 50 or 60. people a day; plus our mealsron -wheaP.

-.AS I. say, it is inadequate as far as space is concerned, but we do have
marvelous volunteer help.

Thank you.
Ms. PFAU. Thank you, Ms. DeHart. We do forget sometimes that

Maricopa County does have rural areas and.. I 'am pleased that you
came here to remind us of that fact.

STATEMENT OF MARY FtT.T.r.lt HAYS, WICICENBITRG, ARIZ.

Mrs. Hays. I am Mary Ellen Hays frothWickenburg.
One of the main things I would like to bring out is that rural areas

. are so much. further away that we need more money to do the same
things that you do in town.

We need a; larger multipurpose service building that will provide
comprehensive social services, transportation, homemaking, nutrition,
healthiscreening, and information and referral.

We need a comprehensive health Care center in each of our local
The Wickenburg area is in the northwest corner Of Mari-.

Copp, County. It contains 1,860 square miles, with eight small cornmi.v-
nities, only one which is incorporated. This means that folks who liVe
way out in the desert are 54 miles from services in Phbenix. -We-need
glasses and dental health and.'hearing aid help. We need to use the-
WiCkenburg hospital for county patients and bill the county for the
care. It is too far to the county hospital. We need a nursing.h.ome.

We also need new housing: We are getting some repairs for the
houses that we own., but we need more. Our _rental houses are very
much substandard because the owners can rent them 'for high prices
without fixing them up.

We also need police protection, reduced travel rates, and reduced
utility rates. I wish that the police protection could, be State police.,
In these isolated towns like Aquila,' a woman committed suicide and it
vas 4 hours before help came. They do have a sheriff-type car meander

through the territory. Witt/mum now has troubles because the police .

cars go -through on a 'certain fixed schedule, and the kids laiow it.
After they leave, the kids come out and drive like maniacs. We need
State police who are well trained, equipped, and can follow through
across county boundaries.,

We need comprehensive health- care centersmainly for preventive
care, whiCh could be shared by the very young. This could be an
equipped bus, with a set schedule to each of our eight communities.
It could also be sent to disaster areas all over Maricopa County..

RSVP has been of much help to our volunteers. If the miles allowed
could be doubled, it would be of gre4t help for us. We have .54 miles
to go, orie way ; RSVP allows 25 miles round trip.; We need RSVP
transportation money so that the elderly may go groCery shopping.

NUTRITION CENTER NELMS EXPANDING

Our area on aging nutrition center is meeting minimum needs and
should be allowed to serve more people, particularly October through

4
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liarch. Volunteers are willing to Serve because it is for all elderly,
not ust the poor.

e need title.= to continue. We have needed Pas homemaker Ser*-!'
idea for many years. It is Workin well. Please allow it to be continued:
The "in -home support services" is very necessary. Pier extend it
be and year. .

-

We must find ways ,to' change the image..of the 'co* 'malty action
offices to be one of 'emergency help for all people. TheOld "poor' will
always be poor 'a-me need a handout" saying must be eliminated. The
original (MO plan under Sargent Shriver was to educate the poor

. '1 and -.minorities so they can change their ways and .provide for them-
,selves. loser cooperation between area 'aging agencies and community
action will help get this accomplished.

Thank you.
Ms. PFAU. Thank you, MTS. Hays.

STATEMENT OF NEELY E. WILLIAMS, BUCKEYE, ARIZ.
Mr. Winr,TAms. I believe that everything I have to say rias already

been said. I am Neely Williams ,Trom Buckeye, Ariz. I happen to be
president of the senior citizens organization.

-- For just a little bit of history there.: I. was told that we are the only
senior citizens, organization in Maricopa County that is incorporated.
We' have been incorporated for over 5 years at least; for whatever
benefit it may be. I really don't knOW yet. We .haven't found it to be
any -draWback either. We have been complimented on, that' by a. few
Organizations.

:To us out there, to hear some other people. talk, I think we are doing
quite well. We just need more of everything. We are short of perSOn-
nel to do the jobs. While our - volunteer help is real good, it just isn't
enough. We are a little town of a little less than 3,000- official popula -.
tion. Ve have quite a percdptage of elderly people. We have quite a
'number . people 50 years or so that are disabled and cannot work.
I heard a comment awhile ago on our snowbirds. Well, we have 'some
of those too. Some of them show up at the senior citizens-center. While
they spend- all the money that they have while they are here, they
can't spend any mole than what they have. So the merchants like to
.see them come. We do too, of course, I'm sure. I was a snowbird 6
years ago. I came to' stay. I haven't been out of the State since I came.

The need for better buildings, all of the senior citizen centers I
have been to so far are old and delapidated, just like we area I think
it is kind of a disgrace to be pushed into a grubby old building us
guys served in 40 years ago, to me it seems like kind of a disgrace, t en,
that it is that way. I could get off on another track there.- There are
about 30 million men in the United States and sonaewomen that have
rserved in the Armed Forces. They didn't ,do that because they wanted
to, most of: them. They did thato maintain and make a better life for
themselves and their families. There is Where it bounces back to the
.grubby old barracks we used to train in, in

MULTIPURPOSE CENTER SUGGESTED
.

_ -

Quite :.a few of kou 'people, here,.I know, are in the same position or
in the same place I -was. At the time the barracks were built new, they
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were adequate for a quick job. A good well planned multipurpose
center. would get those offices where. people would know where all of
them were. Everything should.be in one complex. I am not an engineer,
I am not a , designer, but I believe I could, figure out something that
-would work.

.Ican see that a lot of people here. today are concerned' about what
Is going on, What should be. One a the ladies was talking about finding
somebody that had been down 2 or 3 days. That happens quite often.
We had a gentleman. about 3 or 4 weeks ago: He was found in his home
when they delivered a meal to him. He-.lad two sisters living right
there in town and they 'didn't know he was down. They just don't see
him every day. Things like that happen -to people when they get to
where they can't take care of themselves. They need better care and
-oftentimes the rest home is not the answer. Nobody else knows what
the answer is, really. They do need,somebody looking afterithem more
closelY.

I appreciate the time you have given me. I don't feel that repetition
could d.o any more. Everything that I had to say has already been
said. I appreciate it and thank you very much. .-

Ms. PFAU. Mr. Williams, we thank you for coming all-this-way.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I had to get up at DLO minutes of 6 this morning. That

is too early for me. .

0-e O

STATEMENT OF MRS. O. B. HARRIS, BITE ARIA.

MI'S. HARRIS. My name is 0. B. 'Harris. I am here from Buckeye too.
I didn't get up to make a long talk. I want to bring in some of the
needs. I am -from community that needs a homemaking service for
the people that-are not able to take care of themselves. They need help ;
also recreation: We have such a little building. It is 'not big enough
to cook in, let alone to have recreation in. We fc.el-tlittt we need,a, larger
space, a larger room. We need a whole new building. We need a 24-

. hour health care service. That is something else we need. We are .quite
a ways-36 milesout of Phoenix. It is going to cost y.ou a great big

)amount to go .see those doctors. Some of the people are just not able to
do it. Some of them don't even have transportation to go. We need a
van. Also, we need better housing. 'SO m_ any of the people here don't
have gOod housing to live in.
.. In 'other words, we need food, clothing, shelter and counseling.
Before they started changing the_highway Make a new-highway, the .

highway came right through B*uckeye. We get so many people. They
come in there with families with as high a's 10 sometimes. They don't
have no .shelter. We don't have no houses there. They go to the CAP
office and they send them to us. We don't, hitve it. We need more hous-
ing. We alSo need homemakers to keep house for the elderly that is. not
able to take care of themselves. There is people that have nobody to
look after them. They are all alone there by themselves. We need a
service center thatZwill house all the agencies, such as the CAP office,
nutrition, and that will provide a large portion of the service, and,
most of all;: we need transportation.

We need such things as (1) hoMemaker services for the aging who
live alone and can't take care of themselves; '(2) a recreation center
we don't have room to have social ineetingS of the acted to get together
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woo.and enjoy -each other and others; (3) a health service care:centerwe
are 35 miles. from a hospital and so often we can't get peoplg there in
time ;. (4) a better water systemsome is So bad some people have to
haul their eater to drink and cook with: Buckeye water and Allenville
water are so bad--especially -Allenville,.1 mile away froM Buckeye -

you .can't 'it it on anything bup grass because it kills everything-that
grows.... .. - .. . .

lia. PrA-1:r /Thank you very- much; Mrs: liairis. It sounds like some
folks agree with you.

Yes, sir.
. .

STATEMENT OF ELMER SERASIO, EL MIRAGE, ARIZ.
.

Mr..SRRASICP. I am Elmer Serasio from El Mirage.
Well, everYthing, has been said that I came over here to say. We

still need consultation, better transportation. We don't have -tranSpor-_
tation to take out meals, which we could use. Everything else has been
said. Well, we could _usemore money. We could use a bigger building.-

. We are cooking in old barracks, like Mr. Neely Williams said. That is
about allI came to say. . .. . . .

Ms. PFAU. Thank you very much for coming to testify.

- STATEMENT OF IRVING BART, TUCSON, ARIZ.
_

Mr. BART. My name is- Irving Bart. I live here in Tuseon right-out-
-side the city limits. I aril in the county. Thanks to GlOrialjulgov, and
Evangeline goner they opened up Fort LoWell for a new center
and we-really-worked it up from a group-of abOut 10 people. We have
over 50 now. I am glad to say that we should extend a little further and
open up some more of these centers where 'vie cannot reach. the people
that are isolated in different sections of the county, not only in the
"cities, but in -the County.We have-the -southeast. We should open-up a
center there. I: am. almost sure- that she has that., in Mind because I
heard a little tumor. . . .

-I also wanted to say that, they should open. up a little .further out
too because there are pdbille thete who cannot conics ,out. They are iso-
lated, they are sick, in wheelchairs,-they cannot get out. We should
have some other centers to open up. . . .

Each center should have at least one, preferably more, pickup vans,
depending'on.the number cf people -they must transport. They could
also use these vans .to service.shut-ins whO need a 'warm meal, and to
_check on th as to their needs. .. .. . -. . , .' ' ..

. I also at. his time want to. put a ward in for the county. The county,
thanks to loria, she got after them and they gave us a building there
that doesn't cost us .anything. Itis a nice building. We painted it, put
up curtains, we made it lo,ok.like a hoineand the people tl very
happy. .

.

..,
.

I lust want; to compliment Gloria,' Evangeline, and Betty ,while
Evangeline was siclOshe'eame down and helped. too.. It vas real more

. or less like a family there. .
, .

-k-,... Ms.. PFAU.' Thank you, Mr.- Bart. I have visited.-Fort Lowell and I
agree with you, it- is a beautiful place. . .

/-
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES KNOWLES; TUCSON, ARIZ., PRESIDENT,
COUNCIL OF SENIOR CITIZENS OROANIIZATION OF PIMA COUNTY,
ARIZ.
Mr. IC/COWLES. My name is Charles Kilo Wks. I am on the GoVernor's

council. on agin,v,'I )am also president ol4nlie couiwil of senior citizens-
organization of -Pi Ma Coulity... since rri4.04. of PitPi is rutal,_I had in-
tended to testify the needs of the ruAral ..tiople, but everything I
could have Hoped dto have said has been said --far better by the people
themselves, so-I will not be repetitive.

I do; however, want to mention a letter I receiv ed which.I was asked
to *read into the testimony..It is from Mrs: Dorothy Powell, senior co,
ordinator of the sixth dimension for people over 60 program of our
community collegeS and senior adviser at Pinta Community College..-
I read it carefully. It says again and again what you have heard here
today. not read. it and repeat it. I will turn it over to you to put
into the record.`

Thank you. .-
Ms. PFAU'. Charlie, than k yOU very much.
Mr. Idaudeman.

-STATZNEENT OF G. D. -LAUirlEXAN, wrEmcox, ARIZ.
Mr. IAArrnmitwq. I am G. 'D. Laudeman from Willcox.

- I want to stress.thiS transportation. We have got desperate needs in
our town. If we had a nutrition bus, it would help. The way it is,
Willcox is up in the corner and we are set off kind of by.ourselves. We
-don't have any emergency transportation.. Myself and my wife,, we
were furnishing the emergency transportation under this RSVP,

, progriairiiiid"they cut, the program of. That leaVes us without any-
thing. Right no* I am picking tip the nutrition projects. My in-
surance, I am paying $200 a year. If I had an accident, it wouldn't

r help. I think there should be something set up fOr some kind of help
for funding the transportation at least .foran emergency: The people
at Willcox don't have it. easy. There was one party we had to bring

.intO. Tucson three or four times for an emergency. She had Euk,opera-
.:.tiop on her eye and the stitches broke loose. I would say -=-; t is. an

einergency. Nobody would bring her ,in. We brought her in here three
or four times. If it hadn't been' for us, I don't know what she would
have done. You know, these pensions; they just stretch so far.
''..- That is all I halm to say. . .

: Ms. PFAU. Thank you very much, Mr. Eaudeman.
. This concludes our hearing,-then,.if there is no one else Who has a

stptement to. make. Thank you. .all for coming.. I know a lot of you
came-great distances. We appreciate your coming.

_ If there is anybody else that would like to fill out one of those blue
slipS for additional information, they are available.

Thank you very much, .
.

[Whereupon, at 4 :40 p.m., the hea. ring was adjourned.]



APPENDIXES
Appendix 1

MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD
ITEM 1. STATEMENT -SUBMITTED .14E DOROTHY POWELL, SENIOR
ADULT SPECIALIST, PINAL COUNTY (ARIZ.) COMMUNITY COLLEGE .

THE NEEDS OF THE. RURAL. ELDERLY

The established philosophy of -the community college indicates that we have a
respcinsibility to serve people of all ages, hence we have worked to develop
effective educational and related services for our senior adults. We have an
active senior adult advisory hoard which will continue to survey-wants and needs
an help coordinate existing 'programs and services. Since we are located in a
null! area, .we are acutely avare of many of the needs of the rural elderly, and
join others in asking whether Federal programs are serving less populated areas
of the Nation. equitably. We/recognize the steady increase in the number of older
persolis in Arizona-79 pereent during the sixties (according to the Governor's
Task Force' on Retirement ind Aging, 1976), and that many of them are choosing
to live in smaller-communities away from population centers.

same premiums, deductibl .and coinsurance rates, but ey don't receive equalMedicare is supposed to Serve all participants fairly. Ora
r people pay out the

benefits in return. The iur 1 elderly need : . ,

Health services and nutritifon .

(1) Access to dentists, doctors, and hospitals. . .

.

(2), Nurse practitionerS and physician assistants practicing in lifural health
clinics. ..' t .

(3)' Re lace the, heavy Federal demands placed upon-hospitals in smaller
communities.. . .. .

(4) Inclusion of coverage for podiatry, hearing .aids, eyeglasses, dental care,.
and dentures, and preScription drugs - in medicare. .

(5) A research and demonstration project set upfo provide a portable medical
unit to make home visits to the ill elderly and to move into neighborhoods to.

...treat patients. .

(6) To, encourage medical and dental associations and the UniversitY of Ari-
.,zong-Medical College to provide incentives for physicians and dentists to practice
Jii,rpifral areas.. '.. . .

.1. (7) Increase availability and rise of hoine health services.
(8) Expansion of 'assistance through the State ombudsman. for nursing homes.
(9) .Provision for an expanded nutrition program. . .

(10) Hothemaker services to help prevent Prematuroinstitutionalization:
(11) -Chore services, handiman services=designeti to help individuals main-

tain their homes and keep them presentable.. . .

,v, ,-,

Housing . . .
. .

... The development of low -cost housing, possibly through church and other non-
profit organizations..

...

Transportation- . .

.

(1) More funding, including mileage for volunteers in rural areas who drive:
senioi citizens to doctors, hospitals, and clinics, and who deliver meals-on-wheels.

(2) Help in securing. vehicles from the Urban Mass Transit Association.

L.J .
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(3) Studies of the feasibility of coordinated transportation on a regional basis.
(4) Transportation to provide rides to senior centers, doctors, shopping, etc.

Senior centers
Legislative support to provide minimal funding to communities that plan to

develop senior centers:
Education

(1) Community college help in providing education/recreation/socialization
programs in Senior citizen nutrition and other centers,

(2) To encourage community colleges to become training institutions- for para-
professionals in the broad field of gerontology and to provide related services.

(3) To encourage the community college concept of reaching out into the com-
munity wherever the people are to serve their needs in continuing education,
education in skills, in leadership, and in_ the expansion of their horizons ; and in
order to do this., that tuition be waived or reduced and senior adults be permitted
to enroll in courses on a space- availabl&basis.

(4) A consortium in gerontology developed by the three Arizona universities.

ITEM 2. STATEMENT OF BYRON L. BISSEL, SOCIAL SERVICES
PROGRAM MANAGER, DISTRICT VI, ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF
ECONOMIC SECURITY, BISBEE; , ARIZ.

.

- First, let me introduce myself. My name is Byron L. Bissell and I am the social
services program manager for the Arizona Department of Econpmic Security,

.. district VI, which inclmles Graham, Greenlee, Cochise and' Santa Cruz Conn-
: ties in southeastern AriZona. I am also the hospital social worker for the Copper

Queen Hospital located in -Bisbee, Arli:, which has a long-term care. facility for
the elderly. And I sit on the southeastern Council of Governments Advisory
Board for Area Aging Council. .

I attended the Special Senate Committee hearing on the problems of the
ruraLelderly which you chaired in Tucson, Ariz. on November 7, 1977. 1 did not
present testimony at that time, as I felt that the time would be better utilized
by having the citizens present their feelings of the problems of the rural elderly
verbally to you and I could present my comments to you in writing as I am doing
at this time. 1 agree with the majority of-the comments made at the hearing and
agree that the major problems faced by the elderiz, particularly the poor elderly,-
are health, transportation, housing, isolation, nutrition, recreation, and activi-
ties of the social nature. In sure nary, what they are. saying is that in our society ..
the elderly have a difficult time taking advantage of- the- resources- available to
the rest of the members of society. If we make the basic value judgment that the,
elderly,, whether -they be in the rural areas ,or in the urban areas, have a-right
to utilize these r ces and huse the right to have those barriers which prevent'
them from utilizing'those resources removed, then we must face the-fact that
. we must spend a certain amount of dollars in order to provide a life for the
elderly members of our society that is comparable to that of the younger and the
middle -aged memberis of our society.

But. then the basic question which has not been dealt with, let. alone ansWered,.
is.; Do we as a society want the elderly to have the chance for quality of -life
comparable to that of our nonelderly population? Because we have not answered

- that question, programs that provide services have been developing on the fringes,
through circumvention of the lags, policies, and regulations that ekist. This re-
sults in a large.expetKiture of tax moneys on an ineffective and inefficient service
delivery sysem. This 'hodgepcidge" of programs developed by concerned and dedi-

.0411bated Individuals and'.grOmps- does -not have a clear mandate fram society.- as a
foundation. . , .

My first pl6ii. i .MechaniSm he developed and implemented which. will
allow society to make this basic value judgment. We do have the means td
this, as national TV lids-done on several occasions with surveys and tests. Sena-
tor, let's find out what the people of the United States want as a life standard.
for our elderly, then develop programs based on that mandate.

. The following are the more serious problems in addition to the lack of a man-
date- that prevents -a good system from developing to raise the quality of life for
the elderly.in this country. There does not exist a Federal or State law which
deals with the concept of adult prOtective services , that is, we do.not have in our
statutes adequate laws that protect adult people Who are unable-to care for them-
selves ; who are unable to .makedectsions about the course of their lives. I realize

5
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that this is a 'very complicated Matter and One which deals With a perSon's right
to choose- his own lifest le:. Working'. at a hospital which has a long-term care
unit, this problem fs.c me every day. We have patients who are senile, whom
the doctor, the family, riends, or-other relatives dO not feel should -be allowed to
go. .home, yet that person wants to .go home. So we fool that patient by.telling
Min that he cannot go home. That patient doesn't know that he has the right
to free choice and say "I have not been- declared incompetent, therefore I can
choose to stay or to go; and I choose. to go." No we delude them, therefore usurp-.
'Jug. their right to free choice:in ,their own best interest.. We need to ,develcip
Federal and State laws that provide protection fqr the elderly in a positive man-
ner and which do. not take away. their..rights inappropriately.

Another problem lies in the tact that the funding mechanisms for services f b
the-elderly encourage dependency of the elderly either on their relatives' or on-
the system. Most of the payment systems -for care of the elderly encourage the
placement 'of the elderly in nursing homes, long-term care units, boarding homes?
rather than encouraging that. services be provided in the. person's own home. An
example of this is a long-term care unit at the Copper Queen Hospital in Bisbee.
The.costs of the long-term care 'unit are approximately $48 per day. The staff
of the long -tern care unit have a very definite value conflict in that they feel
the patients should not remain in a long-terui care unit forever ; it should not
be a permanent residence. At the same time, they have the quandry, of keeping
tile bedlii gull in order to 'sustain the expenses of operating the long-term care
unit. PerSonally I, as a Social Worker in a long-term care unit, often find my-'
self in the middle.of a quandry of recommending that the patient go to another
placement or go .home, while at the same time realizing that that is going to take
away a significant amount of funding for the operation,of the long-term care unit.
'Ultimately, if- we send a significant number of people home, we would have to
close down thO long-term care unit because there would Mit be funds enough to
keep it open. ThiS wbuld also be bad as there are people who need this type of
service. We-must develop 'a systemof payment for the care and alternate living
arrangements' away from the person's home- thbt encourage the return of the

.patient to h own hOme. We. must encourage, 'unfortunately through money,
-playsicians d other care keepers to provide services in.' a patient'S own home
and not, in a. ursing facility where it is more convenient for, the staff to provide
that care but I s convenient for the patient.

As 'an effort to bring home the point of providing in-home 'services rather. than
institutionalization. I feel I must relate to you the acute loneliness, the lack of
Privacy, the patronizing nature of care, .and the general dehumanization of -a .

person in a nursing home or- a long-term careunit:This is pitiful and is a sit-
uation-of which we, as a society, should be ashamed. This problem has an an-
svAlPt, and that is a funding system which encourages in-home services which
encourages the independence rather than dependence, and one which will increase
the 'quality of life for an elderly perstdOrather than "warehousing" him..

The-final issue I would like to raise is one- that I am not sure even the Con-
gress or the Senate of. the United States can resolve, and that is competition
between the service delivery agencies. At the hearings on November 7, 1077,' I
heard many of the speakers express the fact that we do not have service pro-
-viders in the rural areas. This is not a totally accurate statement: Many times
there are plenty of service provider agencieS in the rural areas ; the .problem is
that they bicker with-one another and feel that this agency or that agency can't

-:do or won't do an adequate Job. This doeS increase the illusion that services do
not exist. An example of this is, in district VI of southeastern AriZona, the De-.
.partmetit of Economic. Security exists in each county and -Department of

a service provided. As-the. social service rogram managerEconomic Security is
in district VI, I hhve expressed interest in increasing the sere ces tolthe elderly
by developing.a grant for chOre services; Being- a part of various groups who are

...- working for increased services to -the elderlY;.we have more than once expressed ..'
to these groups. our desire and willingness to increase services and yet, at It
hearing 'suet': as the one you held, we -hear Statements that theme are .no service'
providers. If the petty bickering, ..th competitiveness, the "you'ie bad" sync
drome. and the Jealousies could be eliminated we would be taking a giant step
toward increasing the services available' to the elderly. The -resources to 'provide
these services are extremely limited and cannot withstand the waste. or petty --
jealousies, petty personality conflicts.' or whatever else causes professional agen-
cies to distrust, .dislike,. -and Interfere with 'one another. .
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I hope I have been able to cothmunicate to you .the three major problem areas
which prevent our elderlY;eora having the quality of they deserve.Thank you. MINI

. .

ITEM B. STATEMENT OF GWEN BEDFORD, LEGISLATIVE CHAIRMAN,
ARIZONA COUNCIL FOR SENIOR CITIZENS

eview of conditions among the elderly residents of Arizona in general *and
.of aricopa County in particular qUickly reveals that inadequate attention With're ct to funding and programing at the national level Is being directed toward
niii ting the needs of the rural segment of our 60-plus age group in-the Statea.s 'whole and- in Maricopa County, the.area agency on aging region I planning
ancl,serylee. area: At the national level, majOr emphasis is placed on- a targetgroup lead count in a particular area based on the U.S. census, with minimalconcern as to .what the character of .the geography is or how the target group -

.
is distributed. .. , .

. . ..

. At least three imperatives calling for clear-cut recognition 'at the nationallevel are the following : : ' 'to. .

(1) The .069,005 population with its. urban elderly in.1/4Phoenix should not bepenalized. so that the rural elderly in Maricopa County can be provided withthe see-vices-they need;
(2) The 'rural elderly In .Maricopa County outside. the city of Phoent-x-slEhld

. . '4

not be paying a high price in critical, unmet needs for living in the country in,stead of in the city ; and . .. .
. .(3) In view of the fact that (a.) Arizona and the metro - Phoenix area have- anarrow. tax base, and' (b) the elderly hold a generally 'unfavorable position in

the 'competition for such funds as State and local government can.' provide,.alig, approach .to the .allotment of the Federal funds needed to provide.serviceS
...for both the urban and the rural elderly should be deVeloped. ' .In developing this new approach, there are a number of important: factors, in-

.. cluding differentials, which should be considered: To highlight them, Massachu-
setts .was selected as a basis, for comparison for the following reasons: (1) The
State,is one of the Thirteen Original Colonies ;Ttf- (2) its physical size is far lessthan that of,Arizona and just slightly less than that of Maricopa County ; and(3) the State is one of the pioneers in the development of a-statewide; compre-hensive approach to 'providing services for -senior citizens.

The analysis to follow is based on the best available data on hand and issubject to. both improvement and refinement. Vlopefully, it will provide clarill- .cation for some Of the characteristics of our Siirte and Our planning and servicearea which should be taken into account In the allotment of funds. .Land area.Arizona is the sixth largest State in the United States, with aland area, of 113,909 square miles. The State has only two areas classified by theU.S. Bureau! Ofthe, Census as "standard metropolitan statistical areas ", (usuallyreferred to/ as SAISA's), namely, Phoenix/Maricope Count* and Tucson/Pinia
County. Maricoptt, 'County covers, 9,226 square miles and Pima. County covers :O,240 square miles. Three of Arizona's other counties exceed 10,000 square milesin area. . -.

Massachusetts has a land area of 8,257 square miles and 10 acres classified
as standard metropolitan statistical areas, with' five of the largest centered in
Boston; Lawebnce, Lowell, Springfield, and Worcester. In area, Boston . Is the
largest with 1,288 square miles and the smallest of these' five is Lowell with179square miles. . .

. . . .Land ownership. OnlyOnly 18 percent of Ariz 's land is owned by Individuals
or corporations. The remainder comprises Ian of the Indian reservations (26.6

ot
percent), the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (10.7 percent), the U.S. Forest
Service (15.9' percent), the State of Arizona (12:8 percent), and lands underother ownership .(.0 percent). . .

.

. In Maricopa. County and.Pima County only 27. percept and 14 percent, respec-tively, is privately owned.
These percentages mean that the State and the two metro areas have ii 'very

narrow tax base, in sharp centrast to Massachusetts which has only 1.6_percent
of its land under Federal ownership. , .

..,

Population: State and SMSA's.Arizona's population has grown from a- total
44:X75,390-in 1970to.2,350,100 (preliminhfy estimate) in 1977. 'Maricopa County
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,and*. Pima County have .grg,wn from totals of 971,228' 1i292,000 and 'from 351,-
667 ta,468,100, respectively, in that same 7-year perio ,--

AS of:1970, the total Was 5;704,000 an the totalS for the 'Boston.-
and...Lowell SMSA's were 2,899,000'11nd 218,000, respect ely. ..... ..

..- Population' density.In density, Arizona averages 19.9 .(15.6 in 1970) persons
per square mile. Maricopa County and.Pima County average 140 and 50.7 persons
per square mile; respectivelY.. . .

As .6f.1972i- it was.estimated that 11,532,000 acres of the public lands in 'Arizona
Nvere vacant. . .. . . .,
. .

MasSichuSetts had 727 persons per square mile in 1970. Boston. and Lowell.
.had'.13,936' and-44,929 .persons per. square mile,. respectively (in central cities,

-... 224 percent-and 43.2 percent of SMSA) as compared. with 3,103 (601 Percent
of. SMSA)+iurPhoenix'and 3,709 (74.8 percent of SMSA) in Tucson.: :.- .

. . Populatioit: Metropolitan, urban and rural.As of the 1970 census, -79.6 pen.-
cent of Arizona's pOpulation was classified as urban,,legying 2Q.4 percent classii:
fled" as rural. A 9.2.percent increase in the rural population occurred between:

;1960 and, .1970. In 1975P the percentage' classified. as metropolitan increased . only
slightly from 74.4 percent in 1970'0 74.9 percent In this connection, it should
alao be noted. that .nonmetropolitati Mohave'.Co..unty had the:greatest population
gain of all the counties:in the State with an increase of '44.5 .percent ,from the

. 1970- census to 1975. Nonmetropolitan Coconino County placed second with a..
35.4 percent gain. -. ..

In Massachusetts, the 1970 population was classified as 8:4.7 percent metropol- ..

itan, 84.6 perCent urban, and 15.4 percent rural. The 1970 population_ of the
Boston SMSA had 641,000, or 22:1 percent living in central cities. Of the 218,000
in the Lowell :SMSA., 94,000, or 43.1 percent, were living in central cities.

The 65-plus agen group.As of 1971, th re were 186,000 persons in the 65-plus '.
age -gifoup..in Arizona, a .total that has creased to 232,975 iii 1976 and an esti-
mated 245,000 in 1977. The,1976 total in this age group for Maricopa County

:was 138,250, for Pima County 441;500, and forthe nonmetropolitan-counties 48.225.
In Massachusetts in 1971 there were 645,000 pexsans in the 657plus age group

with a projected growth rate of 9,504) a year: . ,
Maricopa Connty: Distribution of the retired. households. Consistent with

'population totalS,'.50,000 of the retired households in the county are in the city
of Phoenix. .Also consistent is the concentration of retired households, in Sun
City and YOungtownboth retirement coMmunitiescombined with Peoria: Of .

.
-all the households in these three communities. 16,000, or 72 .percent. are retired;

Chandler, Gilbert, and environs .rank next with 10,000 households repreSenting
34 percent of Abe honseholds in the area. The Mesa/East Mesa area also hag
10,000:or 25 percent, of ifIrbouseholdsliving on retirement income.

Scottsdale is at 22 percent level with 7,000 retired households'.
In the expense of. the West CountyWickenburg, Goodyear,* Avondale, Buck-

eye. and Gilp, Bendthe dispersion of retired households becomes evident in the.
..6,000; or 10. percent of the households. in the area. .

. -.Glendale has 4;900 or 17 percent of the households in the area. --' .: .

Tempeand Guadalupe combined has 8,000 retired households representing the
8 percent level for the area. . . .

Mariooria County 8.2118A: Time /Distance. --In 'contrast to the city of Boston -
with its land area of-416 square miles, the city Of Phoenix has an area of 247.9
.square miles. Due to physical spread and other factors, some sections within' the

.
city itmits are just as rural as if they. were located 100 .Miles out in one of the

-nonmetropolitan counties. South Phoenix. originally- the location of ranches, is.
still -primarily rural rather than urban in many respects:-

TO give some idea of the expanses involved in providing services to. the elderly
in Maricopa County, distances of some of the County's cMmmunities from.Phoenix
.are: Agniln, 84 miles . northwest ; Apache Junction and the Maricopa /final

.- County line, 80 miles east ;' Buckeye, 80 miles west; Cave "Creek/Carefree,. 15
miles northeast ; Chandler, 23 miles southeast.; Gila Bend, 64 miles southwest ;
Glendale, 8 Miles northwest ; Mest, 15 'miles east ; New River and the Maricopa/
Yavarial County line, about 40 runes north ; Sentinel and the Maricopa/Yuma
County line, about 120 Mlles southwest; Sun_ City, 12 miles northwest; Tempe,
10 miles east ; -and Youngtown, 17 miles northwest. .

. The "West. County" referred. to in the preceding sect101; of this discussion is a
large area .of some 60 miles from 'Avondale on the east to the Yuma County line
on the west and' about 180 miles north to south from,.the- Maricopa /Yavapai
County line to the Alaricopa/Pinal County line.

-. ...
". .
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'Isolation and loll* distances between centers of population involving bloCks
rather than minutes of travel. time combine to increase the costs of providing
services. Furthermore the senior center in .the small community is more often
than not the one and only facility available to the community's older residents.
In such cases meaningful services are-not provided if the senior center is oper
ated on a part-time or --even a half-time basis. Senior center operation on the
basis of an 8-hour 'day involves more staff time and a generally higher level of
activity than operation- on the basis of a 4-hour day. Longer hours also increase
prograth costs.

Maricopa -Countn SMSA: Transportation.The elderly in our planning and
service area dePend heavily on the private automobile and the. special tra.nsporta-
tion services supported in large.. measure with funding under the Older Ameri-
cans Act. ,Public transportation in the city of. -Phoenix. bears little resemblance
to the MTA or the railroad system in metropolitan Boston. The Phoenix bus sys-

.- tern offers a limited route. structure and transfer system, service during the day
only, severely limited service on Saturdays, and no service at all on Sundays and-..., holidays.. Thanks to Federal regulations, the elderly can ride at a reduced fare,
15 instead of 35:0 in zone I and 200 instead of 400 in zone.II. -

In the absence of a metropolitan transit authority, service to nearby communi-
-..ties-18 generally spotty, dependent on interstate. bus lines, or nonexistent.

a recent survey, more than 70 perCent of the'respondents stated that lack
of ..i.nsportation prevented --them- from. using the services, available to theM.
Sit irg tratikportation is a priority ,need; our investment of program funds in sp.e.:
cial transportation is necessarily Much higher than that:required in other areas
where _local and regional authorities assume greater responsibility for providing
mobility. s .

Maricopa Erounty Availability of service providers.Due to the popu-
lation distribUticsn pattern of- the Phoenix metro area, service providers have
their headquarters in the city of Phoenix. Service Providers in the rural -areas
are few and far between. At the present time, the major portion of nutrition and
social services to the elderly are being provided by;_the Aging Services Division
of the Phoenix Human Resources Department and- the Maricopa County Com-
munity. Services Department with the support of Rind's allocated Under. the Older
Americans Act: . .The City of Phoenix Aging Services Division has/been gradually expanding
-services as funds become available to sections of the city where the larger con-
.centrations of the elderly are living. Alaricopa County Community Services, with
resources that are restrictive in terms ore job to be done,. has expanded its_
programs to cover some-. of the most -underserved areas of the county and has,
in some cases, provided the only service facility for the elderly in the community.
The older Americana Program of the Legal Aid Society has expanded .to`lan exten-
sion_ service through, the-lawmobile which circuit-rides the county stopping at
senior. centers on a regiilar schedule. The. home health salde program of the
Maricopa County Health. Department IS In the process of expanding connty-wide.

MMariCopa County SSA: Current funding.-Qur planning and -service area
receives 44 percent of Arizona's allotment .to. provide'. social servicesfOr
More than 57 percent of the State's 607blusPoPulation. . r. . . .

With the high concentration of elderly people in the city-of Phoenix and. the
dispersion of the rural elderly over a land area larger than _the whole. State of.
MasSachusetts, "equalizing" service coverage for :-all .'the elderly residents of
Marieopa County is, for :all practical, purpcAtes,._a -lost eau .'unless corrective
_action with respect to funding levels Is taken. in Washingtoir,--D.C.-

ITEM' -1. PAPERS SUIlmITTED- BY JOSEPH B. MANN, ASSISTANT .PRO-
,

FESSOR, SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK, ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY,
T:ENTP-3, -ARI2. .

REAC IIIIslo OUT TO TILE KURA ELDEIU -Y !SERVICES TO RURAL AiSSERICA, ...
-. es,

1 .

(By Gary E. Means; PSW; Toseph B. Mann.: MSW; and DavidVaii Dyk,
. Arizona -State University Schciol of Social Work) .

. .

. The rural elderly face many barriers to their utilization of human services,
; not the least of which is the shortage Of available services. Although this short-

age' is of critiCallmPortance; a concern .oNequal magnitude is that of the barriers
to.utilization enb-oupterecl by the elderly -in elation to existing services..

:::., -.; . .
.

.*;
1

5
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FaCtors which interfere with the elderly's desire or ability to utilize the Ihs

available. resources may be conceptualized as being Utilization barriers. Although.
there may be a wide range of potential "barriers" to service utilization, 'viewing
the elderly. as "consumers" suggests the need to examine the individual con-
sumers -perception of barriers. Therefore, this study will examine barriers as
the elderly from a rural area; of Arizona perceiired them.

In- order'to explore how these barriers effected service utilization, a series of
. tables will be exhibited and analyzed. Both objective and itubjective data will
be presented irk order to solve the riddle of service nonutilization.

The data that is presented is based upon the survey responses of 122 ra
dourly selected noninstitutionalized persons over the age of 60. These respon
ents resided in two rural counties in the State of Arizona---Pinal and Gila

.. ties. The survey was conducted in October to December 1975. .

Knowledge, or lack of knowledge of available services, may be a primary bar-
rier. If tr person does not know of the existence, of a service, he or she will not be
able toMake a choice about seeking the service..In order to answer this question,
each. respondent was asked if they had heard of each of the 2"2 selected social

. services and. Programs. The average knowledge of the selected services was very
low. An average.of 42.7 percent of the elderly were knowledgeable of the services,
while an average of 57.3 percent, had no knowledge of the .services.

TheAirst table to be presented Contains data given by the rural elderly as to
'why they did not -utilize the limited available. resources. The table presents a

. summary of the Major categories of barrier areas which the elderly identified
in response to the question, "It you need this service, what is the major reason
you are not using the service?"

TABLE 1.Rea4ons given by the rural elderly for not utilizing services
- .Percent

.

Transportation 50. 0
Ill health .= 31. a
Self-Identity - ..- 18. 7

From an examination of table 1, it can be observed that transportation- was
the major perceived barrier in the rural area (50 percent). For this table, "trans-
portation" refers to problems in getting to and from the social service agencies.
For many of the rural elderly, the services that were essential for solving prob;
lems may have been literally inassessable. Many rural elderly also reported that
their personal health 'interfered with the consuming problem solving resources.
This is indicated by the responses from 31.3 percent of the elderly in the rural

' area who said `that their health barred them from using the resources available
to aid them in problem solving.

The third factor which the rural elderly expressed as a barrier to service uti-
lization was their personal self:identity. This is the issue of the elderly's pride
and cultural norms and values. After providing for-their own needs and solving
their own problems, many elderly in the rural region (18.7 percent) reported
that not seeking out assistance was a. matter' of preserving their self- identity.

To gain a greater understanding of these barriers, individual tables dealing
with the barriers will be presented. These tables will present data concerned
with transportation, health, and self-identification related issues. ..

TABLE 2.Transportation modes of the rural elderly
(What means of transportation do you use most often?)

Percent
Respondent drives 61. 7
Spouse drives 7.5

_ Family drives 22. 5
Bus .8
Taxi .......

Walking
..8

B. 0
Other 1. 7

1 Taken from Means, Mann, 1976. - --/,

Table 2 indicates the percentages of the elderly population in the rural -area
who could not provide their own -transportation and must depend upon others.
It .can be observed that '41'1* rural area 38.3 percent of the elderly population
studied was unable to pera+tin.ally provide for their own transportation needs.
. .,,:2-,- f.
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These rural elderly were without the problem solving -asset of personal trans-
portation. This is especially critical due to the paucity of public transportation
in most rural areas. This absence of mobility mazy force these rural elderly into a
position where they cannot utilize available resources even if they eicist.

It has been demonstrated that lack of transportation may be associated with
an interferetice in utilization of services. The elderly's health may also be con-
sidered a substantial utilization barrier. If an elderly individual's health is
"poor", this may -restrict their movements and har"them from seeking out avail-

-. able resourcets.
TABLE 31-:-.Vealth status of the rural elderly
.( In general, sVotild you say your health is :)i.

Perrent
Very good- _ 18. 9.
Good . 29.1.Fair . ... 38. 5
Poor ..... 7..4Very poor __ _ 4.1
No response 1. a

2 From Means, Mann, 1970. -

Table 3 indicates that poor health affected an imposing segmen.t of the rural
elderly population studied. In the rural area 12 -percent of the elderly considered
tb,eir health to be either poor or .very poor. However, the limitations in seekingout services Is not isolated to those with poor health. The elderly individnal may
perceive their health as good but still health problems may affect their abilityto he consumers of problem solving resources.

TABLE 4.Physical endurance
(How far would you say you can walk without tiring?)

Percent3 miles plus 15.1 to 3 miles 32.Less than 1 mile 47. 5No response 4. 7
An observation of table 4 reveals that a majority of art. rural elderly may berestricled in their ability to physically seek out problem solving resources espe-cf ally with limited transportation. available. The data reveals that 47.5 pitreentof the rural elderly were unable to Walk 1 mile. This lack of physical staminamay force some elderly to restrict their physical mobility in their environment,thus further restricting their ability to .utilize available services.The barr4pr categorized as self-identity and cult-jai-al norms Aid vain is .enewhich is dillicult to cOlocisely focus upon. This eIrt-egOry of responses g nerallyhad to do with pers 1 feelings toward a particular service and is -exe lified-by comments such aff "I've too much pride." or "Who cares about -old fo s?"To aid in appreciating the elderly's impressions of seIf-identity, two tableswill be presented and analyzed. Self-identity is more than just the elderlyindividuals conception of himself ; it also relates to the perceptions he feelsothers have for him. If the elderly IndiVidrUll feels that others view him beingless than a citizen and without rights, he will view himself in that same manner.To focus pn this'issue. the first table presents data on how the elderly individualsstudied viewed their peers. _

TABLE 5PERCEPTIONS OF ELDERLY INBIVIDUALS HELD BY THE RURAL ELDERLY

lin percent/ .

.Agree Disagree Depends

Most older people are annoying I I. 9 63. 6 . 24. 5The secret to successful old age is to take life easy and relax, 45. 6 36. 8 17. 6Older people are valuable because of their experience 79. 7 2. 5 . 17. 8Older people are not useful to themselves or others 6. 0 72. 4 21. 6

ar

G
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Art examination of table 5 reveals that 'many elderly were ambivalent about
their peers. Fin' example, 24.5 percent of the rural elderly studied responded to
the statement "most elderly..peopletre annoying" that it :"depends." The inter-
esting faxet of this response pattern is its ambiguity toward other elderly :In-
dividualS they may or may.not.he annoying. This is an indication that the eldei-
ly may feet that they are annoying to others and this conscience feelingmay keep
them from aggressively seeking out problem-solving resources. The next table to
ht presented contains data on the elderly's .perceptions of their Own self-image.

TABLE 6 SELF-IMAGE OF THE ELDERLY

Iln percent'

Quite often Sometimes Hardly ever

Do you feel that things keep getting worse as you get older? 16.7 17.6 G5.7 .a

As you get older. do you feel less usefulT_ .. . 14.0 P; 3 52.7.

.14 . .

,

Table 6 demonstrates that the rural elderly Individuals studked did not possess
a productive self-image. This absence of a positiVe self- image may bar the rural
elderly indiVidual from consuming problem solving resources. The response pa:t-z
tern to the question, "As yOu. get older, do you feel .less useful?" indicates that
over one-third of the elderly In the 'rural area said they "quite often or some-
times" did not .feel useful. The elderly's apparent difficulty in maintaining a
positive self-identity in an atmosphere where they are identified as -being less
than citizens may put- constraints on their being active citizen consumers of
probleth-solving- resources.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has presented data on barriers which- obstruct the elderly from
consuming problem-solving resources. The elderly population In. the rural area
reported they felt there were three major:harriers to service utilization; (1)
transp&tation, (2) poor health, and (3) self-Identity.

The three barriers analyzed with the use of supportive data to demon-
strate .the individuals affected 'by these barriers. The analysis revealed. that
roughly onettlIkrd of the elderly- individuals in the rural area may be barred
from consuming problem-solving resources due to -MCI: of personal transporta-
tion and poor health which will not allow them to use the resource. A major
barrier may well be the high percentage who had no knowledge of services.
available.This paper on barriers was exploratory. in nature. The barriers analyzed and
discussed were the elderly's perceptions of why they did not consume services
they needed. Although empirical,study will:be needed before the effects of bar-
riers to service utiliztftion can be fully understood, several implications are
evident.

. This study has found that a significant perCentage of the elderly are not aware
`that many of the social service agencies even exist. This lack of awareness about
the available probrem-solving resources is a paramount barrier which limits
the elderly consumer in the 'selection of needed services. The significant point
here' is that present information disseinination channels are not adequately
meeting their objectives. Much more use of the Media should be made in Inform-
ing the elderly of services, especially the newspapers.

Elven the most audible and diverse system of communications may not be able
to insure that those elderly who need the service will consrffne it. For the elderly
consumers have reported the existence-of barriers which actively interfere with
service utilization. To reach .past these barriers. tothe elderly consumers, should
be the responsibilty of the service providers. This may require a constant and
aggressive outreach program to get the service out to the rural elderly as well
as the development of more adequate transportation systems.. it might be well

.4. to consider taking the service to the elderly instead 'of making them travel long
arduous distances to the service. This latter approach, even -with a well-devel-

._oped transportation system, inig.ht well he a major barrier to service utilization.
These programs should be designed to construct passages of hope' through the
barbed harriers of isolation.
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With the application of these multidimensional cominunication and outreach'systems on a continuing basis, the service providers may take the first step intreating the elderly as citizen. consumers and not as custodial clients or patients.

. - RURAL INFORMATION Alin REFERRAL : 1300N OR WitrrE ELEptt ANT
(By Joseph B. Mann, assistant professor, Arizona State University School of

Social Work)
Social services, historically, have been justified because they provide a signifi-Cant contribution. to theindiy,idual needs and the overall quality of. their lives.For the elderly,' the primary purpose of information and referral services is tolink the older Americans in need or services With services available in their owncommunities. in rural areas, this linkage becomes more acute because the scar-city of need meeting resources as well as the geographic barriers that are inherentin a rural area. It is commonly 'held that rural areas suffer from the availability,quality, and acces.sability of services when compared with the urban areas.The issue that needs to be raised and examined is the information; andreferral as a. service -.Component: applicable to the rural elderly., Reaching therural elderly with services and programs is often most difficult. -.Many are poor,isolated, :lack education, lack the assertiveness in seeking services,--cheose notto accept help, lack the transportation to get to the needed services, are unorga-nized, and belong to few_ groups through which information. is . channeled. Onthe other hand, agencies often fail to aggressively advertise services and pro-grams to- allow for choice in selecting a need meeting resourcr.-Historically, the information and referral services has its roots in the social.exchange. Williams' notes in a recent article about social services exchanges, itis stated that they ". . . were organized to facilitate interagency communica-

tion through maintenance of a central confidential file of families and individualsknown to social agencies. The exchange has its origins in. the.charity organizil-tion movement in the 1870's. Its earliest purpose was to prevent duplication in
.During recent decadeS, in theory' at least, its major puirpo:!-,e hasbeen to facilitate clearance and communication among agencies so that profes-sional information can he shared in the interest of effective and coordinatedservice to the client" (Williams, 19E4. p. 731 ).

In 1946,- there were 20 exchanges in operation in the United States andCanada. By April 1963, the number had dwindled to 97. A variety of reasons isgiven for closing the exchanges, including: changes. in casework philosophy,
research indicating that communication among agencies upon receipt or regis-
trailon.affected an Insignificant proportion of the total cases served. and declinein use by public agencies. Williams (196-1) believes tfillt- "all of these reasrins
might be regarded as symptoms of a loss of conviction =in the-exchange as .anecessary InstruM6nt in social services" (p. 733).
- Other -roots of information and ref6rral go hack to Great Britain where during
and after World War IT citizens advice bureaus were established by volunteers
to assist persons who were disrupted by the war and assist in the reorganization.
of their lives after the war..

In the I7nited Statis following World War IT. the Department of Labor di-
rected the 'operation -of over 3,000 clearinghouses for information nnd referral
with the Major -focu,S.-on returning veterans.. The centers were phased out by
1949.

Information and referral for the aged has a. more recent history as the Older .Americans Act of 1965 'under Title III made provisions for matching Federal
grants to be given State-approved projects concerned with the delivery of serv-iees to the aged. AOA in evaluating these early information-and referral serv-
ices noted that in many instances "It is clear that the grantees did not conceive -
the essential elements nor did tile State agencies generally insist on assurance
that the grantees knew what was involved. Generally insist on _assurance. that
the grantees kenew what Nifa as involved. Generally the extent to which intentions
of providing information and referral services Were made known was by a simple
objective such- as "we will provide an information and referral service" period
( AOA 1968, p. 7) .

.Given the historical roots of information' ..and referral :services- coming fretn
primarily an urban Model. one has to raise some serious questions regarding one-utility._of,inf&-mation and ,referral services in rural areas for the aged.

5



The issue is not whether rural areas should have information and referral
services but how can we adapt our current models to perform mere effectively the
linkage role.' Recognizing that each community has a different historical perspee--
tive, information and referral services need to be designed with these variations

-in Mind, there 'Who inodel--for rural areas.' Each State or .community also has its
own unique geographic and demographic barriers. ,

The rural aged today area product of :a 'unique combination of historical, so,
cial and technological events. For many they carry much cultural baggage; for
-eximple .many were immigrants or second generation immigrants. They. per -
severed. with an individualistic philosophy and a goal of maintaining their .
independence.

This presents the present information and referral service provided with bar-
Tiers of some magnitude. These barriers make it much more, difficult to reach the
rural aged both geographically and socially. However, there is one major barrier
to service utilization that has commonality among many rural areas and that is
the barrier of information. For Without the' knowledge of an information. and
referral service the older American will not haVe the choice of linking with the
existing needs meeting resources.

Before the aged attempts any action to meet his needs, he must have informa-
tion about the availability or the service resources. In a recent s udy in two
rural counties in Arizona the lack of knowledge of services was the p mary bar-
rier to service utilization. An average of 57 percent of the rural elde y had no
kno*ledge of a representative groUp of 22 social services. Informed and re-
ferral as a specific service was unknown to 80 -percent_ It is Imp° t to note
that of the 20 percent that did have knowledge of information an referral, 50
percent did make use of the service (Mann, Means, VanDyk, 1970 . sa).

Taietz notes that the'size anillgikructure and type of community h an impact
on the knowledge the older person has of service in community. Many times
the smalleti the community the more informal altd\the more direct experience al-

. lows the aged, to have a greater knowledge, -hog -ever, as the' service- network
expands and increases in its complexity, less knowledge of service is available.
(Taietz, 1975, pp. 375-362) .

Thus; how we'inform the elderly becomes a crucial issue to overcome the bar-
riers of lack of knowledge. In the previously noted study in Arizona there was
no simple system of communication of knowledge ,of services to the. elderly.
Both the formal (media), system, with newspaper being the best source, and the
informal (friends and relatives) system were equally important channel§.of com-
munication. It is important to note that of those elderly who used services,' the
informal system was the primary source of information (Mann, Means, VanDyk).

In conclusion. if we accept the fact that the rural aged are unique in terms.
of their social, historical, and cultural past it makes our jobs more difficult to
reach this poptilation. Thus no one model of information and -referral service
will be applicable to 'all rural areas. We will need to continve to adapt models
to our own locale and be creative in our endeavors. Even if we have a good
information and referral system today, there is no guarantee thatit will be good
for future_ generations of elderly.
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ITEM 5. STATEMENT OF DR. FLORENCE S. 131AND

The elderly in every area have been helped by the implementation of the older
Americans Act. However; much more is still needed to upgrade their life-style.
This is especially true of those living in rural areas, where facilities are prac-
tically nonexistent.
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The basic nee4 is .for reliable data. How large a group is the so-called rural
elderly17.Do we know? No one, as far as we cars learn, has come up-with a reliable
figure. We. talk. about_ the hard. to reach ; these- are the the truly hard to reach._
ThOrefore, outreach workers must go out and gather inYormation' so the problem

..can bejackled realistically. ThIS will-require funding, but will be cheaper in the
long run than working in the dark. .

It 'is difficult to pinpoint priorities in the long list of lacking wants such as
transportation, health services, nutrition,. housekeeping, housing, repair. and
maintenance, iegalAid, day care, foster tare, education Community centers, and-
job. trainingto mention the most obvious. .

Transportation cuts across the whole spectrum of needed services. In rural
areas,' public .transportatibn is unavailable, bus services ,are sketchy between
towns, roads are'not always in the best of conditions. The elderly can no longer
drive because of: physical inability, lack of financial resources, and the unrell-
ability Of family, friends, or neighbors. Great distances to. health, nutritional,
Shopping, recreational facilities create neglect, lonesomeness; xejection, and de-
pression evezi when some financial resources exist. Transpe,rtation systems to
bring the rural elderly to where facilities are is .essential. The alternative is, of
course, to bring the facilities' tQ rural areas by the use of mobile units. This would .

e'b a great boar. . ,
. .. . --

Housing for the rural elderly calls for more than mere shelter. Building adcli
tiona.l. units is not -the answer in many cases. In some instances, moving is' a
traumatic experience, so keeping people in the homes, in which they have spent
-the major portion of their lives, may be the best solution. For this, .financial sub-
sidy, maintenance provision,' housekeeper aid, etc. should be made available.
Where new units need-to be built, loW-cost o r subsidized structures are called for.
Loans on easy or long-term credit 'should be possible. Alternatives, like group
housing, cooperative living quarters; 'community facility-Sharing should be
explored: -

Mere is a need for every elderly person in rural areas to have a telephone. If
some mishap should occur, one could 'die before being discovered, With telephone
service, a telephone reassurance. system could be inaugurated.

For the rural elderly, there are scant health care facilities. Few nursing homes
exist, hospitals are faraway, clinics are understaffed. In some areas, pharmacies
demot exist, ambulance and emergency ,services are beyond reach. .

Mobile units are a partial answer, proVided they are staffed by professionals
or paraprofessionals who are able to.adininister medicines, inoculationsa , injec-
tions ..tions and allied necessities. ,

However, the medical profession is involved Mainly. in. dispensing physical
care, neglecting the mental, psychological, and the socioeconomic problems that
are allied health concerns.

An 'integrated health care system, targeted toward the total person, is what is
needed, especially in rural areas where'there is a scarcity otspecialists, psychia-
trists, and social workers. Regular screenings for glaucoma, hypertension, and
diabetes must be set up. Preventive medical care has been neglected too long.
Long-term health care, calls for regular health examinations at no or low cost.
One great neglect is in the field of dental care. Dentists are few. and far between
in rural areas, hard to get to, expensive, and not covered by medicare. Dentures,
in many cases, are prohibitive, leading to nutritional problems.

'Visiting nurses; home-health aids, therapists, could ease some of these wants.
Some 'type of team approach, with good -planning could be set up. This brought
good results where peace corps developed methods-of this kind in other countries.

Establishment of congregant sites in rural areas Is very much the exception
because. of distances involved and the inability to bring the elderly to 'one
designated place. . .

_Mobile units, delivering meals, could be asolution: Transportation could be
provided to satellite installations. = 4 _

Assistance with shopping and purchasing of food is another area that has been
neglected. Flagstaff has a project of this kind that seems to be working.

Providing food itself, however, is ,not etepugb. Education must go hand-in-hand,
so that more. can be learned concerning balance in expensive mils, high protein
foods, vitamins, special diets for hypertension and diabetes.

Nutritionists, dieticians, college extension people could help in these areas.
Problehis faced by the 'rural elderly ppor could, in many ihstanCes, be solved
through the legal Process... However, lawyers are few in rural areas ; expensive

.



even where available and, in many. Instances, lack knowledge of social security,
veterans benefits, food stamps, welfare programs, and such allied Matters. Small

cla -.courts 'are far .away.; transportation to. them unavailable or beyond means..
Iffrequently,bililIKW4 aid is not available, leaving -many elderly with no Means
of expiaininitheir probleibis;wants or desires. . .

Day care or foster care practidally nonexistent in rural areas despite the
possible need.Community centers, service centers and other plaCes for meeting, socialization,
recreation: and education are hard to find in rural areas. In cities it is easier
to amass community. donations, contributiOns from church groups, civic and
fraternal orders.. In' small communities; these groups have a hard time providing
for their own continuance and can give little aid to outsiders.

Organizations tike the United Way rarely.span out to rural areas. Therefore,
,-,government aid- is a must, not necessarily. financial aid, but the means to track
'.down the problems and work for, the solutions.

1100.
ITEM 0. PAPER PREPARED BY RUTH R. HOUGHTON, IN COORDINA- ,

TION WITH ROBERT A. REED AND J.. STEVEN SMITH, .MAICOPA
COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES, PHOENIX, ARIZ.

BTARDABD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAS AND RELATED-. .

"OENERAL-PURPOSE STATISTICS"
.

The purpode of this paper is to call, attention to the problems encountered by
local governments' in Arizona when they seek ,to obtain Federal funds to assist
them in providing 'services to residents located at considerable distances from
major cities..

In establiShing eligibility criteria for varlous.kInds of block grants, Federal
. laws make usemore or lessof definitions that were developed by the Office
of Statistical. Policy in the Bureau of the.Budgef "in order to present general-.

! purpose statistics." The following 'definitions affect eligibility for' Federal funds.
They appear in instructions for use of ,1970 Census information published by

',' the Bureau 'of the. Census. They are cited in .many Federal statutes which
establish block grant funding programs.
DeftnitionS . .

.

.

Ifirban-ri4ral ..areas.Contain both urban and rural components: Within des-
'.Ignated Urban-rural Areas, "urban". means : -

(1) Places ot- 2,500 inhabitants or more incorporated as cities, boroughs, vil-
lages, and -towns ,(except towns in New England, New York, and Wisconsin).

. (2) The densely Settled urban 'fringe, whether incorporated or unincorporated, .
-of,urbanized area% ---.- .

' (3) Unincorporated places .of 2,500 or more inhabitants.
"Rural" means everything not Included in. (1), (2); or (3) above. .

Urbanized .areas.Contain a central city of 50,000 or nidre population pine
the surrounding closely. settled incorporated or unincorporated areas which meet
certain criteria of pOpulaticin size and density? "Urbanized areas differ from
standard -metropolitan statistical areas _chiefly in excluding the .rural portions,

. of counties composing SMSA's and in excluding those places which;', are sepa-
rated by rural territory from densely populated fringe around the central city. "'

A standard metropolitan statistical area.Consists of A -county or group. of
counties Con Ini at least one city having a population,of more than 50,000,
plus adjacen unties which are metropolitan in character and>are economically
and socially ntegrated with the central city.'

An important factor omitted from the above definitions Is that of distance.. In
addition, an assumption. is made that- if a community lies within an SMSA, it
his' automatically "econotaically and socially integrated with the central city."
Such an assumption is questionable.'

We would have no objection to use of the definitions described above for con-
venience in gathering data, but we protest-some Of the other uses to which the
definitions are put by lawmakers and Federal administrators.: -

a See attachment 1.II.See attachment 1.
See attachment 1.
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EXAMPLES OF Tiff USE OF BUREAU OF BUDGET DEFINITIONS FOR PURPOSES
arum THAN DATA COLLEOTION

Housing and Community Development Aot of 1974.For purposes of allOcat-
ing community development funds under the act, Maricopa County is not "rural"
because it is contained' within an SMSA. It's not an "urban county" either be-
cause it does not contain a population of more than 200,000 after deductions
from the county population, total; of the populations of the 5 cities within the
county which contain more than 50,000 people each.5 Some 89,929 residents of
Maricopa County live in unincorporated areas, outside the Jurisdiction of any
unit of local government except county government.

Of all community development funds appropriated (except for discretionarY
and "hold harmless" funds), 80 percent are allocated to metropolitan areas and
20 percent to nonmetropolitan areas. Primary consideration is given to 'metro-
politan citiesthose with more than 50,000 people.

The small towns of Maricopa County have a problem. Because they are defined
as "urban" by virtue of their location in an SMSA, they are precluded from com-
peting formonxnetropolitan funds. Because the-Community Development Act gives
preference to the five "metropelitan cities" in. Maricopa County for allocations : #
of metropolitan area funds; the remaining .'=units of general local government ".
in Maricopa. County are left ,to 'compete for discretionary funds!' .For purposes of allocating funds for housing under' the Housing and Cona.
naunity Development 'Act. of 1974, every. community located within an SMSA
is by definition. not rural.'Within thia,.kieflnition, all toWns in Maricopa County
are urban-. .

TRANSPORTATION

The Urban Mass Transit Act of 1964 uses "urbanized area" as its basic unit
'_for the-allocation of federal funds. In section 1603(c) of that act $500 million
are set aside "exclusively for assistance In areas other than urbanized areas (as

fidefined in section 1604(a) ( ) ". Section 1604-(a) (3) states: "The term 'urban-
ized -area' means an area .,o designated by the Bureau of the Census, within
boundaries which shall be.fixed by responsible State and local officials in coopera-
tion with 'each otheri...an.1.1ject to approval by the Secretary, and 'which shall at
a minimum. in the case of any such area, encompass the entire urbanized area
within the State, as designated by the Bureau of the Census".' .The "urbanized area" designated by the Maricopa Association of Governments
for transportation planning contains only 17 percent of the land area of Maricopa

. County. ( See map, attachment 2.) Three incorporated towns and several popula-.tion. clusters are located outside the MAG Transportation Planning Area. Theincorporated. towns are : Buckeye, popUlation 2,675. 35 miles from Phoenix; GilaBend, population 2,300, 04 miles from Phoenix ; -Wickenburg, population 2,908,54 miles from Phoenix.
The unincorporated clusters outside the MAG Transportation Planning' Areaare Beardsley, Wittmann, Circle City, Aguila, Allenville, Harquehala Volley,

Queen Creek, Higley, and East Afesa.

QUESTIONS

Does the definition in the Urbarn Mass Transit Act preclude use of Federalfunds for transportation services in communities located outside the MAGPlanning Area? e
If a department within county government should apply for transportationfunds to serve population clusters outside the urbanized areas, what restrictionscould be expected on the use of those funds?

TrWould 'service have to be restricted to areas outside the urbanized area?Could transportation be provided from points outside the urbanized area to
,._ points inside the urbanized area?

Conld residents on the periphery of the urbanized area be served by a tranm-portation service established primarily for residents of the communities outsidethe urbanized area?
Ho g and Community Development of 1074: Title I, Community 'Development,Definiti .sections 102(a) (67.U.S. COdes. title 42, section 5307, "Special. Discretionary Fund," 1970 iilditiox, Snip-piPment V. Jan. 21, 1971Jan. 18. 1976.title 42. section 1490.."Detinitions."

*Ibid., title 49, '"Transpor.ta.tlon."
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'have become acute fq_ elderly and handicapped in-;
- dividualivand tor lowAneozne. families as gasoline prices have reached new highs-

Development of alternatives to transportation by private- automobile. hang become '
increasingly' linportant .. . . s..

MUMMIES' Or OTHER .PROBLEMs OAUSZD BTIETIN:rITONS. CITED

(1) BInall municipalities are hard pressed to maintain streets, roads, and other
., public faCilities, because of inflated costs. The 12 incorporated towns in Maricopa

County With. populations under.10,000 might have benefited from capital improve-
': meat projeets enumerated under title VI of the Comprehensive Employment and

Training Act, "including construction, rehabilitation, alteration,' or improvement
of water and waste disposal facilities".y However, suL, projects are not permitted
for any community located within an SNISA, regardless of its size.

(2) Comparisons of prograid costs in federally assisted prOgrams are frequently
based on designations of "urban" or. "rural" --with no other factors included in
the evaluation. This practice, causes unit cost 'comparisons to be made without

. consideration of the -special problems encountered by. program operators in
isolated communities, which really are rural in character (not urban), regardless
of their designation by the Bureau of the Census. .

We urge the Arizona Congressional Delegation`' and the EXecutive Office of
-the, President . to recognize that Arizona and. oth.V.r Southwestern States have"

. Problems that cannot .be resolved. through the application of remedies developed
for.bee.vili populated regions of Eastern United States and PaCific coastal areas:
Please include our differences in your deliberatiOns as you plan forgovernment
reorganization and for new programs:
A.TT.Oximalqr. .1.Exczarrs FROM U.S. BUr.EAU or THE CENSUS "1970. CENSUS

ix. 'USESs' unpzik
.

10. Urban-rural areas (population)--Aecording to the definition adopted for
use in the 1900 census, the urban population compromised all. persons living in :

(A). Places of 2,500. inhabitants --or more incorporated as cities, borouths,
villages, and towns -(except towns in New England, New York; . and Wisconsia).

(B) The densely settled urban fringe, whether incorporated osunineorporated,
'clik-urbanize.d. areas.

(0) Towns in New England. and townships in New Jersey and Pennsylvania-
. 'which contain no incorporated- municipalities-.,as subdivisions and have either
25,000 thhabitant's or more, or a population of 2,500 to 25,000 and a density
1,500 'persons or more per square mile.

(D) Counties in States other than the New England States, New Jersey, an
Pennsylvania that have no incorporated municipalities within their boundaries
and have a density of 1,500 persons or more per square mile.

(E) Unincorporated places of 2,500 or more inhabitants.
Note: Rules (C). and (D) have been dropped for the 1970 census. Therefore,

rural areas are those remaining areas nit falling into one of the categories set
forth by definition (A.); (B)., or (E).

The Bureau of, the Census uses a one-digit numer code on the summary tapes
to classify enumeration districts as urban, rural, let a combination of these. The
urban---rural code designations are as follows : 0-,--urban and .

17. Urbanized areas (UA)An urbanized area contains a city (or twin cities)
of 50;000 or more population (central city) plus the surrounding closely _settled
incorporated and uffincorporated areas- which meet certain criteria or population
size or density. Beginning with the 1950 Censuses. of Pornliation and Housing,
Statistics have been presented for urbanized areas, which were 'established -pri-.
marilytto distinguish-the 'urban' from the rural population in the-vicinity of large.
cities. They differed from SMSA's- chiefly in -excludng the rural pOrtions of
Counties composing the SMSA's and excluding those places which were sep-
Slated by rural territory from densely populated fringe tfroupd the central city.
Also, urbanized areas are defined_ on the 'basis- of the pOpulsttion distribution at
the time of the census, 'and therefore the boundaries are not permit'nent..

Contiguous urbanized' areas with central cities in-the same SMSA are, corn-
. bined. Urbanized areas with central cities in different S.MSA"s are not combined,
except that a single urbanized area was establishedln each. Of the two standard
consolidated areas: .

Essentially the dame. definition 'criteria are being followed in 1970 as-in 1960
with two exceptions.

. .

ibid.. title 29, "I.alxr.'7 section 984(c), ).,;
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(A) The decision not to recognize selected towns in New England and..toWn-ships in Pennsylvania and New: Jersey as urban places under special rules willaffect the' definition of some areas in theSe States. Included in urbanized areasWill be only the portions of towns and townships in these States, that meet. the.rules followed in .defining urzbanized areas elsewhere in the United States. Thisalso affects Arlington Co ,y., Va., which will be considered an Urban.- unin-corporated place rather than an urban by special rule county.
(B) A change has been introduced With regard to the treatment, off. extended-cities (previously called "overbounded") that contain large areas of very lowdensity settlement. The decision to distinguish between urban and rural partsof extended cities in urbanized areas and to exclude the rural parts froth theurbanized areas will help .to present a more accurate representation of thepopUlation that is truly urban. Approximately 60 incorporated places are in-volved of which -about 20 are central cities. An alphabetic code "A" appear-ing on. the census summary tapes will identify these particular areas.
PrecenSusgblanning indicated approximately 50 potentia.Lnew urbanized areas.Those which prove' to have a qualified central city-Or tv(in.central cities in 1970will.appear, in -.the published reports.
Maps in the metropolitan map series essentially cov'br the urbanized areas of

SMSA'g- and- contain -all recognized census boundaries' down to the block level.Two sets of four digit numeric codes for urbanized areas are contained in the1970 census tabulations. The Potential urbanized area code will identify eachrecord (collection of related data items) in each urban fringe zone. This zone in-cludes all of the area whreh has the potential of being part of an urbanized areaafter the 197Q:, cenfitus. The actual urbanized area 'code uniquely identifies allrecords in each urbanized area. The final extent of the urbanized area and,therefore, each of the specific records that will contain this code is not deter -Mined until after the. 1970 census.
The components of UA's and their specific definitlenal criteria are as follows:17.1. Central;I:eity of an urbanized areaAn urbanized area contains tit leastone city which had 50,000inhabitants in the census as well as the surrounding

closely t4 et t 1 ed :incorporated and unincorporated areas that meet the criteria forurban fringe' areas. (There are a few urbanized areas where there are "twincentral cities" that have combined population of at least 50,000.) All persons
residinu. in an urbanized area are included in the urban population.

17.`2. Urban fringeIn addition to its central city or cities, an urbanized area
also contains, the- following tyPeS of contiguous areas, which together- consti-.. tute its urban, fringe:

(A) Incorporated places with 2,500 inhabitants or more.
. (B) Incorporated places with less than 2,500.inhabitants, provided each has a t.closely settled area. of 100 dwelling units -or more. ,. .

(C) Enumeration districts in unincorporated areas with a population density
of 1,000 inhabitants or more per square mile. (The area of large-nonresidential
tracts devoted to such urban land uses as railroad yards, factories, and cemeteries
is excluded in',computing the population density.)

(D) Other enumeration districts in unincorporated territory with lower popu-lation density provided that it serves or of the following purposes: (1) To
'elitninate enclaves (2) To close ideutations in the urbanized area of one mile or

. less across the open -end ; and (3) 'To link outlying enumeration districts of,
qualifying den-sity that were. no more-than 11/2 miles from the. main body of the
urbanized area.

A change in the definition since 196Q involves dropping the use of towns in the
New England States; townships in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and counties
elseaviiere -which were classified as "urban by special rule." These Areas Or their
Parts, will qualify aspart of the urbanized area only if they meet rule (0).above.

18. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's)The concept of an
SMSAbas been developed in order-to present general-fmrpose statistics. On the
basis of the criteria listed below, the geographical boundaries of SMSA's 'are
draWn 'by the. Ofilee Statistical Policy in the Bureau of the Budget with the-
advice of representatives of tile major Federal- statistical ageng,iesi. A four-,7-
digit code identifies each SMSA. These codeg are defined in FederarInformation
Processing Standard- Publi-cation, No. S.

In 1960, there are 215 SMSA's in the United States and 'Puerto Rico l. as of
1969, there are 233. Generally speajiing an SMSA consists of a county or group
of Counties containing at least one city (or twin cities) having a population
Of..50-,000 or nature plus adjacent counties. which are metropolitan in character
and are economically and socially integrated with the central. city.. In New



England, tows and cities rather than counties are the units. need in defin-
ing.SMSA's. .The name--of the central city or cities is used as the..nameof the

. $MSA., (see.figu.re 2,) There Is no'limit to the number of adjacent counties-in-:
'..cluded in the SMSA as long as they are integrated- with the centralecity nor is- .

rest4 SMSA` limited to a angle .Statv; .boimdaries may cross State. lines, as in
the case of the WaEihington, D.O.-Maryland Virginla.SMS.A.
politati and uonmetio tan populations,' "metropolitan" refers to persons re-

Where the current population reports series presents statistics for the Metro-
. siding ..in SMSA's and 'nonmetropolitan"--referSto persons . not residing' in an .

SMSA even though they may live in a city.

S 1
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Criteria -for SMSA's : ..: -..-

- (A) Population aize--each. SMSA.must include at least :
:(1) One city with 50,000 inhabitants or more, one

. (2) Two cittelis °having contiguous. boundaries and constituting,. for 'general
economic and social purposes,. a .ainglacommunity. with a combingd population of
at least 50,000,-the'ernaller. of which 3:Mist-have a population olwat least, 15,000.
If two or mc're adjacent counties each have a' city of 50,000 inhabitants or . more
-ft.nd the cities are within-20 milesOf each ''other. (city limits to city limits) ; they.
will be includeavin the same-.area unless there-is definite evidence that the two
cities are not economically and socially integrated. *.

(B) -Metropolitan character -of outlying .counties -specifically, the following
;criteria must be met : .-.

(1) At least 75 percent of the labor force of the .county must be in the non-
agricultural labor force.... . ;. . . .

(2) The county must Meet at least one of the following 'conditions :
(a) It must have 50 .Percent.-er more of its population living in contiguous

'minor 'civil divisleng having a density of at least 150 persons per square milev,
in au unbroken chain of minor civil divisions with such _density radiating from

...
0. .

a central city' in the area.' .
(b )° The number of nonagricultural workers employed lin the county must

equal at least 10 percent of the number- of nonagricultural workers employed ._
in the county containing:the largest .city in the area, or thq outlying county
must be the place, of -employment of at least-10,000 nonagricultural workets. .

(C) The nonagricultural- labor force living' in the county must equal at least
:10.percent of the nonagricultural :labor farce living 'in the county containing the

. -largest city in the area, or.-Ithe-ontiying* county must, be the place of residence
"-of a nonagricultural laborforce of. at least 10,000. ,

(C) Integration of central -county and outlying counties-7-sudicient- nomic
and social .communication.: (1) At least 15 percent of 'the-Workers livi g in the. -.

given outlying .county must work in the county or counties contai ing the.,-
central city or cities of the area, or (2) At' least 25 percent of those working
in' the given outlying county *must live in the county or counties. containing the
eentral city -or cities of the area. '.

--:
(D) In _New . England, where city 'and to are 'administratively more- fm --

portant than thecounty ancl data are compil locally for thOse minor civil .
_divisions, cities and towns are the units used in defining- SMSA's. Here, a popula-
tion d,elasity criterion of at least 100 persons per square mile is used as the

.... measure of metropolitan' chai.acter and the integration-critigia for the towns and
ditieS 'are similar 0-criterion ( Q) .

-18.1.Central .eity of an SMSAThe -largest city in an SMSA -Is always ,a cen-
tral city.- One Or two additional cities natty. be secondary central cities in the
SMSA on the basis and in the order of the following criteria : -

(A)' The additional city 'or cities must have a- population of one-third or more ..
of that of the' largest city and a minimum 'population of 25,000 except that both

. cities are central cities in those instances -where cities quality wider-46452y of
the criteria for SMSA's. . . i .

(B) The additional city or cities must- have at least 250,000 inhabitants.
18.2. Ring of an SMSAThe ring is all of the SMSA that is not part of th

central..city. itself. This concept is used in the population.. census to provide"-
formation on commuting patterns of workers.
.- -- Reports from the 1970 census will include all existing SMSA's. Boundries will
not be redrawn until 1972.7, 19: Standard Consolidated Areas (SCA's)In view-of the special importance
of the metropolitan complexes around two of the Nation's largest cities, New
York and Chicago, several contiguous SMSA's and additional counties that- do
not meet the formal integration criteria but 'do have other strong interrelation- .

ships haire been combined into SCAls known as the New York-Norpeastern New
Jersey SCA, and the. Chicago-Northwestern Indiana SCA.,, . . : .,

Ih census tabulations. a one-digit alphabetic code is assigned to 'these two .

SOW& They nrre- as folloWs :" (A) ..New York SMSA,- 'Newark (N.J.)- SMSA,
.
Jersey City. (MX.) SMSA; Paterson-Clifton-Passaic (N.J.) SMSA, and Middle -
sex and Somerset Counties in New jersey ; (B) Chicago SMSA and Gary-Ham-1
Mond-East Chicago MSA:in Indiana. .

'20.. Universal Code (trAC)--All. central cities q4 SMSA's, selected..towns;
and all counties d; central 'business districts in the T.S. are assigned .a fivez

.
digit numeric Universal Area Code. ITAC's are assigned to each area requiring
separate identification in the population census- tabulations of mobility and ..
plat of work..
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The. level of a .U.A,0 'is indicated in the tabulations by a one -digit numeric
Code. The levels are : Oounty (1),. town (New England) (2), city (3), and
central business district (4)-.

' ATTACHMENT 3.-:-PROPOSED POPULATION DISTRIBUTION FOR MARICOPA COUNTY, 1985 AND 2000

Planning area 1975

Percent
.kol. total

county 1985

Percent
of total
county 2000

PerCent
of total
county

Percerit-v
increase
1975-85

Percent
increase.

1975-2000

Avondale 9, 605 0. 8 14, 100 . 0.9 36, 300 1. 6 46. 8 277.9
Chandler_ 22, 659 1. 8 42, 500 2. 6 92, 700 4. 0 87. 6 i 309. 1
El Mirage 3, 645 .3 7, 500 . 5 13, 500 -6. 105. B 270. 4
Gilbert 7, 039 .6 14, 700 .9 45, 500 2. 0 108. 8 546. 4
Glendale , 71, 316 5.7 97.700 6. 1 154, 800.' 6.7 37.0 117.1
Goodyear 4, 845 .4 9, 400 .6 35, 900 1. 6 94.0 641. 0
Guadalupe 4,;285 .3 5, 000 . 3 8.000 .3 16.7 86.7
Mesa 117.'064 9.4 160 800 10.0 223, SOO 9.7 37.4 90.9
Paradise Valley 11, 532 .9 15, 800 1.0 17, 400 . 8 37.0 50.9
Peoria 16, 673 1. 3 23. 400 1. 5 67, 700 2.9 40.3 306.0
Phoenix_ ..- .698, 224 56.0 802, 200 49. B 'I, 042, 100 45.4 14.9 . 49.3
Scottsdale 78, 560 6. 3 92, 700 5. 8 106, 400 4.6 18. 0 35. 4
Surprise 3, 400 3 3, 700 .2 6.800 . 3 8. 8 100. 0
Tempe 94, 063 7. 5 162, 700 10. 1 184, 000 8.0 73. 0 95. 6
Tolleson 3, 778 . 3 4, 700 .3 19, 000 .8 24.4 402. 9
Youngtown 2, 000 .2 2, 000 .2 2, 200 .1 0 10.0
Maricopa County inside urban

planning area 80, 632 6.5 128, 745

.

8.0 204, 200 13, 9 59. 7 153. 2

-Subtotal, urban planning
area 1, 229, 320 98.6 .1, 587, 645 98. 5 2, 260,000 98. 4 29. 1 83.8

Bucheye A.2, 675 .2 3, 800 . 2 8, 000 .3 42.1 199. 1
Gila Bend 1 2, 300 .2 3, 300 .2 4, 800 .2 43. 5 108.7
Wlckenburg 12, 908 .2 4. 500 .3 8, 000 .3 54. 7 175. 1
Maricopa County outside urban

planning sopa 9, 297 \ . 8 12, 755 .8 16, 200 .7 37.2 . :74.3

Subtotal, remainder of .

county 17,188 1.4 24, 355 1.6 37.000 , 1.6. 41.8 115.4

Total 1, 246, 500 s 100.0 1, 612, 000 2 100.0 2,.297, 000 * 100;0 29. 3 84. 3

Existing city limits only.
I May not add due to rounding.
Note: bES statistics. Accepted by MAG Management Committee on Aug. 17, 1977.



Appendix 2
STATEMENTS SUBMITTED. BY. THE HEARING AUDIENCE

During tile course of the hearing, a form was made available by the
chairman to those attending who wished to make suggestionsand rec-
ommendations but were unable to testify because- of time limitatioqb,
The form read as follows:

DEAR SENA.T011 DECONCINI : If there had been time for everyone to speak at e
hearing on "The Nation's Rural Elderly," in Tucson, Ariz., on November 7, 19 7,
I would Have said :

The following replies were received :
GwENDOLTIV M. BEnrone, PHOENIX, AEstz. .*

The fact that the Phoenix hearing on November 12 was devoted exclusively
to the problems of the Indians was' an advantage not only for the 'Indian tribes
but also for all 'the elderly living in rural areas because their situation, so wen
presented by the representatives of (loth the-large and smalt.tribes, is a severely
aggravated version of the rural prciblem which must be understood by both the
legislative and executive branches of the Federal Government.

The heAriftg schedule, however, provided no opportuhity for the presentation
of the problems of the rural elderly in Maricopa Colinty ft.:location within
the county: Despite the fact that the 'U.S. Bureau of the-Census has designated
the county as one of the two standard Metropolitan' statistical areas in the State.
our county, does indeed have a rural problem.' Since this was the case, testimonyin writing was prepared and- band-delivered to Ms. Lois Pfau, serving as the
bearing officer in the absence. of SenatOr DeConcini" who left before testimony
was completed. Copies of supplementary data not -on hand on Noviember 12 were
maid to Ms. Pfau on Monday, November 14. -

included was a more general discussion 'of the Arizona rural problem.

MARIA L. CAEAvzo, Aso, Asuz.
We need funds to compensate for "Snowbirds" for at least 6 months out of the

year ; housing for low-income and senior citizens transportation for all to
Tucson ; and medical help for all senior citizens not covered by medicare.

Mr. A.. DAVI/I, FOREST Hums, N.Y.
I would hay said that thelocalocommunity shoufd manage most of the welfare

of the aged; h wever, should they lack the personnel, an attempt should be made
to enlist, if ssible, volunteers from local colleges, especially those whoop
courses related to social services. To supplement these services, the State
should dispatch representatives to the local community as often as necessary. The
list of old age people should he supplied by the Social Security hoard to the rural
welfare community. Also, to have the recipients of the welfare problem to stimu-
late interest in other old age recipients, the Federal Government should con-

4 tribute most of the cost of welfare. Federal officials should utilize accounting
method_s for all dollars contributed to the aged.

(758)
11,
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Bir OliNE DICATON,. WHY, Aims.. .

. . I am one of the ''Snowbirds" spending 8 months of the year at Why, Ariz.
(.11 miles from Ajo), and only 4 months in. Denver.-I agree Arifona should receive

facilities in Tuscon, Phoenixa traveling buil_ with
doctor, nurse to come in once a month or soto deck eyes, etc. Even to get to
some entertainment in larger 'cities would be a treat. I know, in Denver many
things are available'to senior citizens due to the fact they have vans available
to transport the people. .

zrrA. DOVICI.,'4IONENSBURG, AILIZ.

We need low-cost hotudng, transportation for the elderly, a larger facility for
serving hot meals,-and recreational facilities. . . . ._. ,-

. . .

MAnTA 0. ESCAI.ANTE, A30, ARIZ.
would say that whatever Ann White and Mark Poble said is every word the

truth. It is very much what I would have said because I have seen a lot of the
. need in this small city of Ajo, especially at the senior citizens' hall, and at how
high the property taxes are. Bo I thank every one of you for letting me come to
this Special Committee on Aging meeting. My-siiecial thanks to Senator Domenic'
and Congresinnan Udall. I thank you all very muchall the -ones that were
involved.

ERMA L. FENDER, WICNENBUTIG, ARIL
Transportation, health, housing : These projects would help our area very

Much.
Elderly senior citizens should be able to work as long as they are able and want

to, with no penalty, for the amount they may earn. The Government will still
receive nodal security moneys from all seniors that continue to work.

. % ..

JAMES FENDER, WICAXNBURO, ARIZ.
More transportation is needed to take the elderly shopping, to doctors, and .

bring them in to nutrition centers. . . , .

We also need better housing and better health services.
Let senior citizens, after the age of 62, earn all they- want to and not lose any -

social securlYy.

AGNIC8 Kniro, APACIIE JUNCTION, ARIZ.

As a volunteer in the Apache Junction meals-on-wheels program, and as a
former social worker with 40 years' experience, I feel qualified to add my com-
ments to point out the great need in this. area for a homemaker prbgram as well
as an expanded meals -on- wheels program. While the present meals for the aged
served in a central tion to able-bodied persons have great merit, there is a
much greater need f r care of shut-ins who I found to be living, sometimes, in
unbelievable conditi ns. If there is tax money to be spent, it seems to me that
the need is not f i well dressed, ambulatory people who drive up in big cars,
eat a good meal fo 500, and then drive off, but rather for the really poor aged
people who, through no fault of their own, are In need.

a

Aram ',Assam Viru.s.cox, AnIz.
Many times local school systems would be glad to allow groups of elderly

people to use their echoolbuses. But the school insurance policies do not cover
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Such use and the cost of a policy for such use is so igh that the groups cannot
affOrd it. Cannot the k'ederal_ Government develop, a overage at a minimal cost
for elderly, disabled, etc., groups to be able to allo communities to make use
of school vehicles for special trips when they are available?

LENICE M. Losex, WIOKENBURO, ARIZ.

What the elderly is in need of is health care clinics and things in that line.
Also, the elderly need some kind of transportation, such as buses.
And what they need badly is housing for the elderly.

MARY MCGRATH, TUCSON, ARIZ.
-

It appears that there will be no one to represent the views of -the rural.elderly
women at the National Women's Conference in Houston this Month. Perhaps the
tax dollars used for the Houston conference could have better 'served all of the
national population by not having been spent.

GRACE L. NOVOTNY, WIOKENBURG, ARIZ.
°

The senior citizens of Wickenburg need low-cost -lkousing. They . need trans-
portation to get-prescriptions-at the drug store out at the new location west. of
towntoo far to walk if they were even able, which they are not.

The senior citizens need transportation to airlines. The senior citizens of
Wickenburg need a building large enough for recreation and a place where more
people can be served warm meals at least once a day.

VIOLA F: PENNALA, TUCSON, Antz.
You questioned the panel about raising the earnings 'limitation for social

security recipients' who work. I happen to be one who works. I have had to
lay off 6 months a year for the 4 years .I have received social security and have
to live on my income. I will be happy.if they remove the limitation.` After all;
if I earn $6,000 Instead of $3,000, I will be contributing that much' more to the
social security fund and that helps those who can't work. I also believe the
rainimum"payments should be increased.

MR. AND MRS. HAROLD PEPPER, TUCSON, ARIZ.

Transpor,tation is what we need in Oatalina on Wilds Read off Oracle; they
are cutting our hours down to 4 hours because there is not enough people com-
ing. The reason is there is no way for them to get here. Our area covers quite
a large area. Some older people that used to drive Can't now.

I know of one lady that lives on Hardy Road who would love to come but
her kids work and they won't let her drive.- She had heart surgery and when
she walks she staggers all over. We have very nice people; they like to do
things. We play cards, make crafts and ceramics, do puzzles, and play pool and
other games. I know the center has changed my life; I don't even need as'much
medicine and it gives us older people an incentive to keep our appearance nicer
because we've got somewhere to go and someone to care; it seems our kids are
too busy to bother with us.

ADA REYNOLDS, WICHENDURG, ARIZ.

We need transportation for elderly to new shopping centers,.low-cost housing,
and service to airports.

0
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JOBEFII .M. SCHAUB, SIERRA' VISTA, ARIZ..

I am--.ft senior: citizen, and. I, appreciate an 'that the _government, and other.
Organizations, are doing.tor us, but' am confused .as to why the people With- the.
last word can nullify' everything -- " .

Myself and others were dismissed from-driving vans serving the elderly. solely
because of our age, without benefit of. a physical, a check on my driving
,record; character, personal hbits,.etc: . . - . ..,..

.--- The reason we lost our jobs was because the insurance on-us was set so high ;
:'-'tlie project said they couldn't afford it..

I would challenge my dismissal, but was told I would anger our sponsor who_ /
I understand,:we need. So I didn't take any action, as. I would not do anythin
to jeopardize the program, as we enjoy it very much. -

If anything can be done for us drivers, without harm to the project, we would
appreciate it. .,

ANTONIO SERASIO, EL MIRAGE, ARIZ.

I think we need better transportation to pick up people. Some people have no
way to get to the center. They don't know when or where they will be picked
up. We would have more people if we bad better transportation.

hiss. FRANK SPROUL, ELPRIDA, ARIZ.
-My name is Mrs. Frank Sproul (Kay to my friends),. As a title IX worker for

the Cochise senior nutrition project,. I have been able to become more actively
interested in working with the elderly. I had worked with the I & R program
for nettrly 2`years and'when I heard they-needed a clerk-typist for the nutrition
project I applied because I had worked with most of these people with the I & R
program. These two programs, I & It and the nutrition project, have made me
very aware of the needs of the elderly in our countyand a most urgent need
in Elfrida where I reside is transportation.'

Elfrida is a farming community situated about 25 miles north of Douglas
and it has a population of about 600 people in a radius of aboutAlt miles. About
one-half of these people are senior citizens. They need transportation to Douglas,
Willcox, or Tucson for doctors' appointments, hospital tests, etc. A bus is no
solution as appointments are at various times of the day and with different
doctors. \

The way RSVP. (retired senior volunteer pt:dgram) used to work was ideal.
Retired seniors, who could still drive, would transport the elderly who had no
transportation. A driver would take two or three people at a time on a certain
day. The retired seniors were recompensed for their gas mileage. It gave the
retired seniors something to do and made them feel needed. It also gave_ the
retired seniors information on the needs of that community so their purpose
was two -fold. But RSVP guidelines no longer allow this and the problems with
'insurance have yet to be overcome.

Possible solutions
(1) Have the Bureau on Aging find a solution on insurance for these people

who transport peopleperhaps group. insurance.
(2) Permit RSVP to provide funds for reimbursing Volunteers for mileage

- -involved in transporting people to and from necessary services.
I wish your indulgence to consider this problem of The aged in small com-munities like Elfrida where massive bureaucracy is not needed but a few dollarswith flexibility could be of great help and use.

BERNICE VILLA, WICKENSURG, ARIZ.

We need transportation for the elderlyespecially for those who live out oftown a little way. If they had transportation they would be able to take ad-vantage of hens programs and nutrition programs which are set up for theelderly.
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WILLIAM H. WARNE, TUCSON, ARIZ.

We really have a great need for transportatiop opt here in Catalina: It is
impossible for us to increase the number of our participants without having
some way to pick them up. We enjoy our center and would surely feel sadly if
it had to be closed because we have no way of transporting the elderly., I feel
the need is very. crucial.

1/IITI.LIS WEST, AJO, ARIZ.
I would say please send us help for foot service at least once a month and we

also need a new bus as our bus broke down a week ago, and everyorke had to wait
around for 2 hours until the buA was fixed. Also we would like to live a hearing
test sometime in the near future.

We also need new houses or apartments fo the 'elderly.-
I think it would be greatly appreciated if we eb d get legal aid.

4.-

AZ.
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